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SPRING liASHIOHS FOR WOMEN
New York, Feb. 2.5.—Milliners and pale gree
n are gaining steadily in pop-
dressmakers are now watching 
the ularity, and some of the most beauti-
effect of the buds of spring fashion 
ful linens are made in these coIrs.
blossoming at the various warm win- 
The chiffon veil has nothing to do
ter resorts. Palm Beach, over here 
with the automobile. It resembles the
like Monte Carlo abroad, sees a start- 
flowing draperies of a brilliant-hued
ling and wonderful variety of novel- 
nun, for some of the veils reach from
ties, daring effects in millinery, which, 
the crown of the head to the hem of
if popular, settle the fashions for the 
the gown. Miss Gladys Deacon was 
One of the oddest flats in New
c
coming spring. A good theatrical 
particularly beautiful when seen under 
York ity is on the upper West Side.
at is Old Broadway, not far from the
manager takes his new production out 
the shadow of yards of pink chiffon, Manhattan-street station of the sub-
on the road before opening in the big 
which she often affects, and which she way. It rejoices in the inelegant, if
city. That is called "trying it on the
 knows how to drape as gracefully as
dog." And the warm winter resorts 
any maiden from Tanagra. 
expressive, title of the Sotrbrette Mu-
furnish a sort of dress rehearsal for 
scum. It is tenanted by Mr. Epes W.
the coming fashions. Only in this case 
Among the rather startling novel-
Sargent, who some years ago began
the "dogs" belong to the most exclu- 
ties which have been tried on the pub-
to pick up odd theatrical souvenirs
sive,extravagant and luxurious classes.
 tic in Palm Beach were first a tiny 
and who increased his collection urrtil
it is unlike anything else in town,
hat looking more like an embroidered
At Monte Carlo they are trying 
dolly than anything else, to which 
says the New York World.
some of the Second Empire styles w
as attached one huge bird of pare-
The most striking feature of tho
t -
which Mane. Rejane introduces in "La dis
e. with all the natural brilliancy 
apartment is the portiere of tights la
Savelli." In this play the famous of hi
s plumage. The same lady who 
tween the dining room and library.
actress wears a hoop, which, however, affected
 the big flag on its little bush 
Pauline Hall, Verona JarbeauaChrei-
dah Simpson, Truly Shattuck, Emma
does not threaten to become popular, wore
 a beautiful diamond fillet over
and that biggest bogy of all dress re- her b
ack hair in the evening, and is 
Carus, Belle Gold and half a dozen
formers is laid away forever. But evide
ntly trying to introduce chenille 
others contributed to the collection,
the beautiful lace berthas and many f
illets or nets for daytime wear with 
which is caught up on either side with
of the Second Empire ideas in trim- medioc
re success. 
gaudy pink, white and black scalped
tnings will probably influence the
stockings contributed by Sallie Stem-
coming styles, and head-dresses par-
bler. 'I hey were worn by her in a
ticularly will be "a l'imperatrice,"
Dreams That Came True. 
vaudeville sketch, and arc quite the
with wreaths of laurel or a garland 
During a breach of promise suit an 
most impossible things imaginable.
of wheat laid among the curls, wili
er,a epistle written by 
the faithless lover In on
e corner of the room a dainty
are' more numerous than ever. 
was produced. In it he stated that 
satin apron with lace insertions, worn
he would terminate all relations with 
by Lillian Russell in her Weber &
'At a recent ball Aline. Henri Letel-• 
the young lady, as there were "no 
Fields days, occupied a prominent
signs of the coal business ever be- place 
wlfile just below hangs an origi-
and an exquisite Greek coiffure. with 
Ikr, who is one of the arbiters of
fashion, wore a frankly Greek dress 
coming a fact." In explaining this 
nal sketch of Harry Furniss, sf Pain-
peculiar reason the defendant stated 
cah, showing that artist in a bathtub.
a fillet of cameos in her dark hair 
that for three nights in succession he 
It was a pictorial explanation as to
But the coiffure which really 
made had dreamed that the father of the 
why he could not receive the owner of
the sensation of the evening was worn 
'skirl had been made rich by finding a 
the sketch.
by the Baroness tic Rothschild. who 
rich scam of coal on one of his lands. 
A notable feature is a dado of stage
had her hair dressed exactly !Ike the 
This .licarn had led him to court the 
shoes running completely around the
girl that he might • investigate the Parlor. 
It compraves every style of
traditional Musette. matter and sec the likelihood of the tine
 shoe, from the half-ounce danc-
dream ever coming true, but, bis 
ing slipper to the twenty-two-ounce
efforts being fruitless, he decided to clo
g. The smallest shoe in the collec-
break off the engagement. In sum; tio
n is that of Josephine Cohan, a
ming up the case to the jury the dai
nty dancing shoe of black kid, a
judge commented scathingly upon the ful
l halt inch smaller than a shoe
sordid motives pf the mercenary lover, 
worn by one of the smallest of the
and the jilted one was awarded $aso Lil
liputians' company. There are
damages. The father, though a hard- 
steam-stained slippers from serpentine
headed Insiness man, could not rid d
ancers, such as Papinta, side byt• side
himself of certain impressions re- w
ith the dainty French creationli of
ceived during the young man's telling F
ougere, the straw sandals of Ten
of his eft-repeated dream, so he corn- I
chi, the magician, and a cloth of gold
menced boring for coal in the field, s
lipper worn by Elsie de Volk, Ada
and, as the sequel proved, found it in Lewi
s' slipper is as tough in looks as
such rkh quantities that lie and his the
 parts she used to play. A slipper
daughter are now worth a small for- from
 one of the Midwest "honka-
tune through such find. The faithless tonks"
 hangs beside a dainty pair
lover now wishes he had married the worn b
y one of the genuinely o‘iginal
girl. Florado
ra sextet girls, while "savers"
A story come. to US from Scotland Oakle
y'. clumsy clog hangs between
of a dream being the means of saving a b
lue-headed moccasin worn by Sit-
the lives of two little children near ting 
Mill and a quill-decorated Asir
Dumfries. They were daughters of a worn
 by one of the Mesdames Sitting
blacksmith and disappeared one even- Bull.
ing at dusk. Search parties scoured , A ca
binet in one corner was used in
the neighboring country during the one o
f the productions of the old Ly-
night, but without success. One of CCM!) 
theater and scarcely suggests its
the searchers went to bed early the pictu
re-frame molding and stamped
next morning, tired out with his long paper
 origin, while a glazed cabinet
search, but unable to sleep. lie passed contains a
 heterogeneous -collection,
into an uneasy doze, when he rangi
ng from an inkstand owned by
dreamed that he saw the missing chit- Geri. 
Santa Ana, the Mealcan patriot.
drcn in a hole at a certain part of the and 
past-out checks to Ford', theater
woods which he and others had used th
e night of Lincoln's assassina-
passed in their search during the pre- tion, to 
dressed flew; from New Or-
yious evening Though skeptical of leans, an
d a Turk's head made by
dreamt, lie got up and went to the Goldin,
 the magician, out of a napkin
place, and, lo and behold, lie found cleve
rly folded. A two-quart candy
the children fast asleep, although hid- iar
 is very nearly full of scat coupon-.
den by a dense pile of brushwood. teling of sh
ows good and bad.
In 1894 George Baudier married a All tolr,
 the collection consists of
woman ten years older than himself more tha
n 2,000 souvenirs and the his-
in Carroll county, Illintais. For a tory of m
ost of them can he readily
While he 'was satisfied with life as a recalled by 
the owner.
farmer, but after six months disap-
peared. Mrs. handler went to see
George's mother, disguised as a for- 
Luck Was With Lloyds.
tune-teller, where, showing a won-
 (London Daily Mail.)
drotte knowledge of the hatter's affairs, '
A' well-known member of Lloyds
she, in turn, obtained the information writes:
 "You may be interested to
that George had gone to Chicago. hear th
at I cabled to Jamaica about
Borrowing money, she left the city, two mont
hs before the disaster when
but might not have located the object they had 
a small shock, off-ring to in-
of her search 'had it not been for a sure bu
ildings against damage of all
dream she had conccrning his where- sorts by 
earthquakes, as we make a
abouts. The fourth night after land- specialty 
of these risks. Our repre-
ing in Chicago she saw, in a dream. sentative 
out there cabled back to say
her husband coming out of a building tha
t they never had any serious
which she recognized as Tattersall's.
 shocks, and therefore that no one
Next day she went there and saw that
 would insure. I wrote in reply poin
t
the real building was a bicycle factory
 ing out that in the past there had
and at noon she saw her recreant
 been very serious earthquakes, and
spouse go to hunch. Ile afterwa
rd that another was about due, but a
m
was arrested and jailed on a charge of pleased t






tinned, she being charged %ith cutti
ng 
Ifer hair wa. parted in the middle
Amanda McGee, colored, duri
ng a 
above the forehead and arranged 
in
' 
fight The two women were g
iven s
hort ringlets on either side of the
fifty days each in jail for fighting. 
head in front of the ears. The
Frank Lee was fined $to and J
 res
t of the hair was curled and tied in
oe
a
Critsinger $5 for fighting at Se
cond 
loose knot on the top of the head
and Kentucky avenue. 
Among the curls were arranged small
clusters of narcissi. The effect 
was
Gus Nolan. colored, was asaets
ed
$a and costs for whipping his w 
more piquant and charming and not
ife.
A penalty of $ had to be pakf by 
too startling to be outree. It has
5 
Rosa Hall, colored, for fighting
 an-
already found considerable favor for
other negro woman.
small evening parties and home din-
Rodney 
Perkins, Edward Brown nets, and 
we may yet take those fas-
'Beulah Caldwell and Herman Land
er, 
cinating little back curl' and pin them
all colored. were given continuanc
es on
 either side of the head. There 
is
mull today of the ehaece of otea,i
nit certainly a demand for a new st
yle in
$15 from Bud McKnight, colored,
 who
hair dressing, now that the regul
ar
slept at the same house as the 
others 
Marcel wave no longer reigns sto
and awoke minus his coin.
preme and the pompadour is sl
owly
on the decline.
Until tomorrow was postponed the 
but surely •
warrant chargihg Wan. Albritton.
 col-
ored, with cutting Levi Calls:ante
 col-
ored, during a fight near Second a
nd 'ha
ve been seen that recall the 
i
Span-
Kentucky avenue several nights 
agosh Toreador style, made of 
tulle,
Gene Oliver was fined $35 
and and 
straw in rather close-fitting toque
costs feo. striking a man named Tim' 
shapes and trimmed with a lar
ge
Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special Remedie
s
WHICH AKE DISPENSED UPON' ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WH
ER EVER SOLD
These are R.ILD GUM COUGH SYRUP,
 a cure when others
fall, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, t
he cure for inch-
gesdon. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure
 Food & Drug Act
AMBLING CASE
CONTINUED AGAIN
THE WITNESSES ARE NOT YE
T







Wm. Albritton, Colored, Charg
ed
With Cutting Levi Calhoun,
Colored, During Fight.
hi account of the witnesses no
t
having yet been gotten for their 
at-
tendance and evidence, Judge 
Cross
'yesterday in the police couit 
con-
tinued cater until next Monday
 the
'warrant charging Chalks Slaughter
with running the gambling den on
 the
third floor above Frank Just's 
barber
shop on Kurth I....unit *wet.
Until next Monday was continued
the case charging Walter Taylor wi
th
malicious mischief, he being the o
ne
charged with driving the sharp-point-
ed nail into the banister at the Dix
ie
ills on Eighth and Jones streets and
own which banister Maple Aber-
suety slid a•tride, the nail entering
and teasing his abdomen. The boy is
yet unable. to attend court and 
this
called k r the continuance. Tayl
or is
foreman of the mills.
The malicious cutting charge against
Lucinla Greer, colored, was co
n-
mons in the head with a rock du
ring




Until next Monday was continued
the warrant charging Thomas Tri
m-
ble with tailing to properly sup
port
his child.
Houston Wilkerson, James Dun
n
Almost every %SOMA!' at the warm
and John Hynes were each fined 
Si
and costs for being drunk 
winter resorts has at least one suit
which shows a short enatec instead of
-
the long coat or the bolero. The
reign of the bolero in ite well-known
form is over. Empire coat', 
which
are also short, loose-fitting jacke
ts
coming a little below the hips, and the
scarf cc-at or long mantle will act as
a substitute for the much-abr
ised
bolero.
According to the dresses seen in
Monte Carlo, simplicity will be 
the
keynote of the spring and summe
r
fashions, and heaven knows it is ti
me
we returned to simplicity after 
the
way embroidery has been heaped o
n
lane, lace on gauze, gauze on chi
ffon,
and chiffon on cloth of gold, ad infin
i-
tum. This winter we have, had 
als
most too much decoration, too muc
h
elaboration, so that the eye has been
positively satiated and longs for si
m-
ple lines and spaces.
Hchvever, if we are to become more
simple in our tastes in outer garmen
ts
—it is only as far as trimming goes—
cutting, fitting and the fall of folds
and drapery are more important th
an
ever. The Princess gown and t
he
Empire are still holding- battle roy
al
:'or supremacy, and the really fashio
n-
able woman has one pair of corse
ts
made to go with each gown of differ-
ent cut, and hag a figure which ad
apts
AGENCY FOR itself q
uickly to the hour-glass shape
of the Princess or the looser and m
ore
flexible lines of the Empire gown
.
No Change of Policy.
(Indianapolis News.)
There will be no change of policy
under the new president of Chi
cago
university. Money will be prompt
ly









326-28 South Third Street






bunch of flowers on each side of t
he
head Whcn worn by the right wo-
man nothing ran be more becoming
than this fashionable headgear. 
The
failing blossoms give just that quaint
effect w nkli we admire in the Jap-
anese when they wear flowers behind
the ears.
Taupe, a color which. is a comb
ina-
tion of red, brown and -gray, m
aking
a sort of brownish gray, is the
 fash-
ionable color for suits for ev
eryday
wear. With trimming e of suede
 in
gray or in the natural color, it is 
both
smart and unusual and has the 
distinc-
tion of looking unusual and e
legant
at the same time.
It would seem that pale mauve a
nd
desertion. .
Another dream Comes from St.
Louis in which a wife charged wi
th Sewer system. new water sys
tem,
the murder of her husband is sav
ed fire alarm boxes, electric railway
s,
and the real murderer discover
ed telephones, new and increased el
ec-
through a dream she had concerni
ng tric light plant, bridges, most eate
n-
the event. Her name was Mar
y sive harbor improvements and no po
rt
Thornton, and she had been in j
ail a dues—all this going on at one time 
in
month when she requested one of the
 Manilla means that the city is bec
om-
jailers to let her see the judge. 
This ing the American Hong-Kong, Shang-
being done, she told 'him that she
 tai or Yokohama.
dreamed that 1 man named George
 
Ray murdered her husband. Full d
e- recited the details of the occurr
ence
tails of how such murder oc
curred as the woman had given them. 
Ray
were given by her to the astonish
ed was thunderstruck. It was as if so
me
judge, who was so impressed by 
the one watching him commit the critfle
woman's earnestness that he caused a
 had reported the matter in every
 de-
earth to he immediately made f
or tail. Ile confessed to everything 
and
Ray. The man was found, and 
the the , woman was released.—Chica
go
judge, charging him with the murder,
 Tribune.. . .4r
Mattil, Efingera Co.
Undertakers amanthalmets.
130 S. THIRD STREET:0 PADITOAH.IFEY
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
!Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A LI,/ ACCIDENTS
Travelers! Insurance! 'Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 72F
CAlintl I BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just cor.ipleted, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, La
rge Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Be
d Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Locat
ed on
lot 4ox16o feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
11.'aiativ INCOR
PORATED.






Steam and Hot Water Heating. a




SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLI
NG FREIGHT, MACHIN.
ERIS 'AND HOUSEHOLD 000D&
OFFICE SECOND AND MOP ROE. BOTH PHO
NE&
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
It You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
b 
KI C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTH1NC
Healthy Bath Rooms
•
Good plumbing nieans •
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitart:
fixtures helps to keep the doct
or out
of your house. "Staadat•tr Por
celain
Enameled plumbing fixtures 
make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary 
and
haee a beauty al their own:
Al you intend making bath room 
im-
provements, let us show you samples o
f
this famous ware. We guarantee g
ood
work, prompt service and attention n
o
matter how small or how large your job
.
— E. D. HANNAN. 
" *Pr
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One Year 
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'Tuesday Borning, February 26, zooa.
A Few Plain Words.
From the number of men and
youths on the streets Sunday in a
partial istate of intoxication, it is
quite patent that the saloons of Padu-
cah are not kept closed on that day
The fact that a man is intoxicated
is very good evidence that he has
procured liquor from some source,
and as it is a violation of the law to
sell liquor on Sunday, it is the duty
of the police to investigate every
case of intoxication coming under
their observation and see if they can
locate the saloons that are violating
the law.
On January 1, the police force was
increased by twelve or fourteen men.
and yet it is a fact that according
to reports abroad, more salnons are
violating the Sunday closing law than
was the case one year ago. This
state of affairs will never do and
the people of this city will not stand
for it. The fourteen additional police-
men cost the taxpayers of this city
$to,o8o, and they have a perfect right
to inquire why with an increased po-
lice force there is an increase in the
violations of the law and especially
in the matter of saloons being opened
on Sundays. This thing of taxing
the people of this city $to,o8o just to
give a lot of men jobs wont do. and
if the proper authorities do not take
this matter in hand, and show that
this additional tax is for the benefit
of the people, they are going to hear
something drop
There is another feature to consider
and that is, the taxpayers of this
city have property and families he
Paducah and they do not propose to
let a few officials turn this city ovate
to the whisky men and the lawless
element: They have too much at
stake to stand for this sort of a
thing. It is said that a gang of half-
drunken toughs in the northern part
of the oity began fighting at 2 o'clock
Sunday afternoon and kept it until
dark. Is the south part of the city
it is said that dozens of young men
could be, seen on the streets Sunday
afternon in a state of intoxication.
To cap it all, at twilight, a man said
to be under the influence of liquor
plunged a knife into another an in
a few moments his victim was dead.
The public is taking cognizance of
these things and if with an increased
police force, the dives and. lawlest
salooa cannot be closed on Sunday,
the next stew will be fur the ',topic
to take the matter in hand and take
a vote lin local option in this city.
Sundays last year, and kept closed,
Sunday's last year, and kept closed,
the people were .satisfied, but with
tan increased police force and .open
Faloons they will quickly make tip
Their minds that the best course tea
pursue will be to wipe them out en-
tirely or at least make thc effort.
If the authorities or the whisky peo-
ple have- any doubts as to 'how the
people of Paducah stand on the ques-
tion•of local option, they should have
one to make a canvass on the.
and sound the public on that
score. If they would do so, they
would be amazed to find how strong







The crusade to clear the sidewalks
of poles in Louisville is bearing fruit.
All of the pole using companies, ex-
cept the lighting company, have con-
tracted to put their wires under
ground in the business district and the
light company will do likewise as
soon as it can make terms with the
sontracaors. It is not too early for
•
Paducah to take up the subject of
underground wires.
Fire Insurance In Tennessee.
The state of Tennessee is going
after the fire insurance trust right. It
proposes to go into the fire insur-
ance buisiness, and if it does, it will
be taking a long step towards giving
its people relief from one of the most
insolent combinations in America.
According to the Nashville Banner:
"The legisIative insurange investi-
gating committee asked Gen. Cates
for his opinion as to the constitu-
tionality of the state insuring the
property of citizens, collecting prem-
iums and paying losses from the
revenue so secured. Gen. Cates holds
that the legislature has no authority
to pledge the crcdit of the state or
levy a special tax for the purpose ofpaying fire losses, but the insurance
department may be authorized to col- !
lect premiums and apply such prem-iums to the payment of tire losses."
Voting by mail will be possible in
Iowa if the bill introduced in the
Iowa legislature by representative
Sidey becomes a law. The measure
which he asks the legislators to pass
provides that at general and city elec-
tions it shall he lawful for quilified
electors who are absent from the city
or precinct or who are because of
sickness or infirmity unable to reach
the rolls to make affidavit to this
effect before a notary public and send
it to the judges of election with the
names of the candidates for whom
they desire to vote. This in no way
affects the right of others to challenge
the vote. A penalty is provided for





The king of France, ss ith ten thou-sand men.
Marched up the hill and then marcheddown again.
This is the history of Carter II.Harrison's attempt- after an interre-gnum of two years to get back intooffice, like his father. He has .in amoment lost all the prestige of foursuccessful campaigns and made him-self a thousandfold more insignificantand ridiculous than he would other-wise have been.
His idea seems to has been thathe had only to come to Chicago andstamp his foot and the whole popula-tion would rise up like ouc man to dohis bidding. Over and over he pro-
tested that he would not accept themayoralty except from a sense of41iity to his admirers. Over and overhe sersed even his admirers with no-tice that he would not "make tworaces," meaning one race for nomina-tion and another for election.
Then he took a fast train for Chi-cago, had himaelf elaborately inter-viewed en route, routed headquarters,laid in a stock of cigars and began totalk about "taking off his coat" aqd"making the fight of his life." Haconcluded after all to "make tworaces," but they were not necessary-one was enough. lie is now at libertyto return home-to California orMichigan-and pass the rest of hislife in aggravated obscurity.
Harrison never had any use forChicago except to run it and suck itsblood, and now that he is disappoint-ed in that it is to he hoped that hewill clear out and never be seen hereagain.
Mr. Lucas Accepts.
To the Democrats of Paducah.
In response to the call of a large
number of democrats, made severaldays since. I have decided to becomea candidate for the nomination forthe office of city attorney at the ap-proaching primary election. I desireto solicit for my candidacy the favor-able consideration and support of all Idemocratic voters and promise, in re-
Perkins Declares Our Only Safety
Lies in Building Big Navy.
Los Angeles, Feb. a5.-United
States Senator George C. Perkins is
of the opinion that "We have got to
meet Japan some day and have it out
%% WI her, and that otir greatest safety
lies in an adequate. navy."
1 hese are the views of 'Senator
Perkins as expressed its a letter to
the Brice Grimes, this city. For
thirty years Senator Perkins and Mr.
Giimes have been friends. At inter-
vals there has been correspoudence
between them upon public questions.
When the Japanese question came up
Mr. Grimes wrote Senator Perkins
oiving his views upon the action of
the president and expressing his opin-
ion as to the proper course to be pur-
sued by the national government.
In the letter NIT. Grimes said that
he believed Roosevelt 'had made
many blunders in dealing with the
Jap isituation and that war seemed
to be certain if the Alps were not to
become rulers of the Pacific coast
To this letter Mr. Grimes has r-
ceived the following autograph reply
foam Senator Perkins:
Washington, 1). C.,
To Hon. Brice Grimes, aos West
Fifth street, Los Angeles, Cal.
"My Dear Sir: I am in receipt of
your; of the 8th instant relative to
the complications between Japan and
this government, and would say that
the affair seems to have been dispos-
ed of satisfactorily to both parties
through the passage of the immigra-
tion bill, a copy of which, and report
thereon, I inclose. I am in full ac-
cord with you in y .ur opinion that
we have got to meet Japan some day
and have it out with her, and that
our greatest safety lies in an adequate
aavy. We arc doing what we can
to increase it, and I think the country
is proud of what has been accom-
plished. As to the Pacific ocean
trade, that is a question which a e




DIG FOR EDEN'S RUINS
IN YAZOO COUNTY, MISS
He is Sure Golden Temple of Adam
and Eve is Naar.Home of Jahn
Sharp Williams.
J:-.ckson, MIss., Feb. 25.- Professor
Canon Matickle, a Kansas scientist
aua archaoalogist, is so confident
that the Garden of Eden was located
N'azoo county, this state, that he
staffs to organize a stock company
for the purpose of making extensive
excavations on the farm of 
JudgeW. A. Henry, a lawyer and planter,
about seven unites south of Yazoo
City, for the purpose of unearthing
thc rains of the once pstenditi cits-
said to have been erected shortly
alter the expulsion of Adam and Et:
from the garden.
Professor McMickle is positive that
on the Henry (arm will be found the
rinns of a magnificent temple, the
c.:oors of which are of pure gold.
He declares that this was the site
of the ancient city of Poseidon. de-
stroyed by a conjunchon of Mercury.
Venus, Mars and Jupiter on the
eghth of November, 1656, of the
world's history, or just 4.236 years
ago on the eighth of last November.
Profetesor McMickle states that he
has conlclusive evidence, based on
the book of Genesis and Greek and
Egyptian records, that Yazoo county
%sae the birthplace of man and that
it will only be necessary to dig the
required depth in order to find 'proof
o: his belief.
RUSH IS BEGUN TO
END ENROLLMENTS
No Time is Devoted to Long Search
for Information About Appli-
cants.
turn, to give my best ability to the aLuskogee, I. T., Feb. 25.-"Takefultilliag of the duties of such office
FRANK A. LUCAS 
what information you have and write
. the decisions, on citizenship cases ac-
cording to your judgment," is theALASKAN DOG TRAIN effect of an order given to the lawIN WASHINGTON. clerks who are passing on the appli-
cations of Indians for enrollment andLc st er From Postmaster at Nome allotment.Brought to the Postmaster Gen- The one idea now is to close all
enrollment cases by-March 4. In or-
being vice regent of the Kentucky
body sf Revolutionary daughters.
Washington, D. C„ Fab. 25%-Post-master General Corielyou and otherofficials of the postoffice departmenttoday were given an opportunity ofseeing Alaska's primitive methods ofcarrying the mails. The occasion wasthe presentation by Fli Smith, theVeteran Alaskan mad carrier, who,aftet• an 8.000 mile trip from thefrozeionorth with his dog train, ar-rived in this city several days ago ofwith a letter to the postmaster gen-eral from the postmaster at Nomeexpressing greetings of himself andthe paople of Alaska to that official.The unusual , spectacle of a mailtrain of dogs being driven down Pennsylvania avenue on its way to thepostoffiee department attracted enucllattention. Cortelyou promised to senda letter to the postmaster at Nomewhen Smith returned.
England spends $180,43oo,000 a year
on her navy. This is $e.000,000 more'
than the combined exoendittire
Fr:Ince, Russia and Gcrinntly
4To Be Given Away
2 Fine 10 Hats
Each one that examines our stock and prices will re-
ceive a number that) gives them a chance. Our hats
are made by us Call and see the material that they
are made of. All the latest) !styles in Spring Goods
now in stock. We have five hundred Hats all ready
for the spring trade. Come in and see them
and get) a chance.
Mrs. Chappin







ST. LOUIS CHAPTER RESENT
SISTER OF MRS, NASH
DELPHIC CLUB GIVES A
DOUBLE PROGRAM THIS
MORNING.
The Matinee Musical Club Conducts
Weekly Affair Tomorrow After-
noon-Other Mention.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church will give
their postponed entertainment next
Friday evening in the lecture room of
the church at Seventh and Jefferson
streets, and cordially invites every-
body to attend. The affair was in;
tended three weeks ago, but bad
weather prevented, and then the death
of Mrs. Bertic Campbell necessitated
the next postponement until now,
when it occurs the time mentioned.
The program for the evening is:
t Trio-Miss Mary Bondurant.
Clark and Robert Bondurant.
2 Vocal solo-Mr. Richard Scott
3, Recitations-Miss Julia Dabney.
4. Instrumental duet-Miss Ada
Brazelton and Mrs. George B. Hart.
5. Vocal solo-Mr. Emmet Baghy.
6. Quartette-Mrs. Lela Lewis,
Miss Mamie Dreyfuss. Messrs. Em-
mett Bagby and Curtis Polk.
7. Vocal solo-Miss Dryfuss.
8. Recitation-Miss Brooks Smith.
9. Vocal solo-Mrs. Lela W.
Lewis.
to. Vocal solo, with violin and
piano accompaniments-Mr. Curtis
Polk
it. Cornet solo-Robert Bondu-
rant.
der to do this, Commissioner Bixby
has sent a force of law clerks and
stenographers to Washington, and
they are working with the Indian
office of the department of the in-
terior.
When a schedule of approved .ap-
plicants arrives from the commis-
sioner and the department of the in-
terior wants any changes made thelaw clerk makes the changes, and
wires Commissioner Bixby to thateffect.
All of the enrollment work is keptright up to the hour now. The secre-
tary must close finally all enrollmentcases by March 4. After that time no Iapplication can be received, nor can 'a case be reopened.
hp° AUTOMOBILE.
‘Ve have for sale a to horse power,I Ford automobile in the best of con-dition in every respect, and with ab-solutely no repairs necessary, for $500cash. Full particulars given on re-ouest.
FOREMAN BRO.,'North Fourth it.
Well Known Here.
Mrs. James W. Williamson of Et.
Louis, has been elected regent of the
Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion, and Thursday presides for the
first time. She is a sister of MTS.
M. B. Nash, Sr., of this city, the latter
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club assembles at to
o'clock this morning at the library,
and as the program comprises the
outline for two sessions, the roll call
will be dispensed with. The double
, program follows:
1 r. The Expulsion of the Moriscoes
1
-Mrs. W. W. Powell.
2. Don Juan of Australia-Mrs
Frank L. Scott.
3. Aranjuez-Mes. George C. Wal-
lace.
4. Cordova-Miss Whitfield.
5. The Mosque of Cordova-Mrs.
D. A. Yeiser.
6. Reading from "The Spanish
Gypsy."
Matinee Musical.
The Matinee Musical club gathers
tomorrow afternoon at Grace church
parish house.
Back From Tour.
"krr and MI5, Luke Russell Save
•••• •
returned from a trip to Cuba. During
their at.ence Mrs. F. M. Allard, oi
New York, was with Miss Anne Sher-
rill Baird, at the Russell home on
Jefferson Boulciard. Miss Baird
will leave Wednesday for Pass Chris-
tian to be with her brother Mr. J.
H. Baird, of Nashville, who with his
family is spending the winter at the





We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary tobe held Thursday. May 2, Mar
We are authorized to announce the
c..tididacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
st•bject to the Democratic Primarr to. be held Thurstl.iy, May 2, 1907.
TOO LOUD PRAISE I
West Virginia Legislator Makes Sen-
ator Writhe With Eulogy.
Washington. Feb. 25 -The %1 ash-
ington friends of Senator Stephen B.
Elkins of West Virginia, have been
poking a great deal of fun at him of
late as a result of a highly eulogistic
speech delivered by a democratic
member of the Wcst Virginia legisla-
ture. In fact, the speech was almost
too laudatory to please Mr. Elkins„
although it greatly tickled his
enemies.
The speech was delivered during
the *CA..: the legislature to re-
elect Mr. F_ili The democratic
%olon, naturally enough, could not
display any great amount of enthus-
iasm over the re-election Senator
stElkins. lie -anted to see a democrat
did not see Sena-
tor Elkins was to be 
ceouna:
gratulated. so he made a speech
along those lines The eloquent per-
oration according to the Washington
version, was something after the
following:
"Stephen B. Elkin' is a fortunate
man; he should be a happy man, and
I doubt not that he is. He looks
at the rugged hills and mountains of
West 'Virginia, with all their hidden
treasures and on the sunkissed and
fruitful valleys of this great state.
and a smile of ineffable contentment
illumines his face. And why shouldn't
he ?mile? He owns them.
He looks on the great railroads
that span the state, with their freight
trains laden with the firoducts of a
busy people, and again he smiles. And
why shouldn't lie smile. lie owns
them.
'We looks on this legislature, met
here to elect a senator of the United
States, and once more he smiles. And
why shouldn't he smile? lie owns it."
BAILEY TO BE PURSUED
EVEN TO HIS SEAT
IN THE SENATE.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 25.-It is ex-
pected that the findings of the legis-
lative committee investigating the
charges against United States Sen-
ator Joseph W. Bailey will be re-
ported to the two houses of the legis-
lature not later than Tuesday.
Senator Bailey and Ids atorneye are
-urging upon the committee the need
of haste. as Senator Bailey announces
he will leave Thursday 'in order to
reach Washington by March 4 to be
inetalled as senator.
The sub-comminttee of the investi-
gating committee has spent all of to-
day revising the testimony to be sub-
mitted to the legislature. A discus-
son is now on as to whether or not
the comnittee will have any right to
report anything but the evidence.
Friends of Senator Bailey are of
the opinion that the committee can
also make the suggestion tbat there
is nothing in the evidence to in any
way reflect upon Senator Bailey. If
this procedure is followed the minor-
ity of the committee will bring in an
adverse report asking that the house
t - ke full recognition of the evidence,
•=1,MNIE.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announc.-City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-date for re-election to the office ofcity clerk subject to the Fraemocra.se
Primary to be held Thursday, \fay a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce
li.urke M. McIntyre as a candidatefor city clerk, subject to the Detab-
cratic Prim/try to be held ThandaY.May 2, 1907.
I City Treasurer.We are authorized to announce thecarklidacy of William Kraus for citytreasurer, subject to the DemocraticPrima-y to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
1 • City Attorney.Vile are authorized to announce thecandid:-.ey of John G. Miller, Jr., forcity attorney, subject to the Dew ocratk Primary to be held Thursday
May 2, 1907.
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce W.Stewart Dick ae a candidate for re-election to the office of city assessor,subject ,to the Democratic Primaryto he held .Thursday, May 2, 19077
CitY Jailer.We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held 'Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the•candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read forcity jailer, subject to the DemocraticPrimary to be held Thursday, May 2;
1907.
We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of Sam L Beadles for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May 2.1907.
'We are authorised to announce thecandidacy of Al. Hytirareh for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to arnounce thecandidacy of Mann W. Clark for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the.candidacy of R. M. Miles for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1997.
The first copper cent was coined InNew Haven in z68e.
and either censure Senator Bailey oract upon it ae they see fit.
It is also stated Itobight that 101ffeof the opponents tif Senator Bailey,in the legislature will make an effonI t # p-oloefe the agitation against




























































IT ISN'T A MATTER OF YOU
$25
$30, $35, ho and Ise Fur
Coats of Rare Skins and
beautifully made that sold
for $ao to aloo.00 are be-
ing offered to the Padu-
cah trade during our
final winter sale.
$3.50
For a Sio.00 Mixed Coat
48 to 52 inches long.
HAVING TO HAVE A $5.00
CLOAK
Its a matter of you being wise, and doing for
youroelves something that will increase the size
of your purse if you invest. And also give you
a sensible wrap for the remainder of this sea-
son and for the next one to come. This article
also pertains to those who need furs. The prices
are so low co them now that when you go to
buy a pece of fur next season you will lay aside
the idea altogether, due to the fact that this late
season's prices have so spoiled you that youwould neve: be willing to pay the regular prices
next season. We are selling furs at enormousreductions and will do so all this week. The
sale is still in progess and will be all through
the entire week.
For long full made mix-
ture coats that sold for
11;2.00 to $27.5o all dur-
ing our final winter sale.
that is now in progress
It our store.
$5.00
For a Panama Shirt that







For a good Fur Neck piece at







For a good Cloth Suit at our




a good warnt coat for a child that sold for
$4.50 to 117.92 all this week at OW store.
$2.75
Secures for you • Panama Skirt that
$5.00 $6.00 and $7.e0, also some good




AND AILING""""m".*******": FARMER DIESMiss Jennie Wire of Mayfield is
TAX RATE TO BE
$1.85 PER $1110
to keep an index record of same.
We also call your attention to the ENUMERATORabsolute necessity of the assessor
tieing required to administer an oathto each and every person asessed, and
note made on the tax list that the •party was sworn. All persons should
sign the aseessment list.
p We find by ordinance the eala.cy•(Contineed from Page One.) of the city asscsor is fixed at $900 SCHOOL BOARD SELECTS CEN-
. 
 
 per annum, and one deputy at atoo for SUS TAKERS NEXTtwo months .serote, We owe,-. with WEEK.
..r? source,. Last year the city re- due reseptc to the honorable Mayordived from all other sources, outside and general council of the opMinroperty tax. $79.97742, hence grant- that the salary is too small to enablerig she will veceice the same this the assesor to employ competent Another Superintendent Applicant inas-car from all other sources makes the sitants. the City—Misa Kate White-men $.00.713.50. In their appor- The asset intents are the foundation Fractured .Her Wrist.'torment ordivance for this year the of the city's finances, and the city,'aids provide for expenditures of in our judgment, can not make a bet-e() 75o, but this includes a floating ter investment than to pay liberally At the March meeting of the schoolbt of only $2i.ss8, while in fact for th: best talent to be obtained for board next Tuesday evening the trus-
e republicans left over for the the assessors offic.
tees will elect the enumerators who
ocrats to pay off this year $45,00o The law relating t%huilding permits 
Pool road where. Catheeme Randolph
afing debt, which will compel the should be strictly enforced, and that are to take the school census of this
aged 68, had died of lung trouble with-
y for 19o7 to raise Safto,soo to come all persons failing to compiy with city for 1907. Quite a number of out a doctor attending her.
BE ELECTED
MRS. BUD HARVEY AND
.DAUGHTER ARE BOTH
SICK.
Mrs. Joseph Bondurant Is Up AfterSeveral Days' Confinement—Mrs.
Basor Moved Home.
Mrs. Bud Harvey, wife of the fire
department attache, is confined with
pneumonia at their home on Sixth and
Tennessee streets. Krellir, her 11-
year-old girl is sick with a severe at-tack of la grippe.
Mrs. S. C. Green of Henderson ip
convalescing after an attack of ill-ness at the residence of Mrs. L. A.
Washington West Broadway, whereshe waf. visiting When taken ill. She
had the la .grippe for ten days or
two weeks.
Mrs. Dr. Henry Duley is almost
well, being able to sit up at her
room.
Mts. Joseph Bondurant is able to
be up at her home on North Sixth,
after a several days' confinement with
illness.
Mr. 'WilliamL. Young, the laundry-
man, is out after a week's illness with
la grippe.
Ire Robert B. Phillips is well
enouga to be on the streets after a
ten days' sickness with la grippe and
fever.
• Mrs. Lawrence Rasor has been
moved from her private ward in
Riverside hospital to her home on
Sixth and Harrison where she is rest-
ing well from effects of an opera-
tion for mastoidonomy.
at
t of the property taxes going un- Real Estateected by getting on the delinquent
he total collectious from every
ce in 1906 were U44368.33, from
ith deducting borrowed money,
leaves asafiajtit s7 The total expendi-
tures of last year were $263.939.15, ex-
elusive of the $55,863.s.s of the bond
stoney spent, and at that the republi-
cans left the $4.5,000 &keit.
In framing up their report, on fin-
ishing yesterday, the supervisors
amassed the following to be subanit-
ed to the general council along with"it
eir recapitulation, books and figures
# nitaincil: .
• - We. recommend that as earat al
# possible, and in time for the assess-ment for 1908, that the city employ
. citable persons to block the city and
. Wealace a valuation per foot on all real
property. While the maps are not
complete for this purpose yet they
, take in the most valuable part of the
I city and will enable competent men to
' „make a great improvement in the
assessment. This is the only • way
you will ever get a fair, just and
;equitable assessment, besides assess
all the property in the city. Wc are
Mark Twain in New Evening Clothes '
sfied that there arc many lots in
of Pure White.
the la* be Injected to the penalty.t without any overhanging debts
Our attention was called to the ex.!the end of this year. This shows
pir. ation of the five year's exemption ,n placing the tax rate atthis hrings not 
enough 
revenue given to the now Dixie cam;
pan-, hut as our books were addee ito,000 to look after the contcm-
w.-e recommend that the assessor beteef expenses. In addition to this instructed to assess this firm with the.city always counts on ten per following amounts.
•  $2,too ,
4.900, Another Applicant.
•• . 7,000 Professor Spraggin of the publici schools of Helena, Ark., will arriveTotal $14,000 i this morning, being one of thoseWe respectfully submit this, our ; under consideration for the positionreport, and request that it be referred of superintendent of the Padtroah- to the finance .comirittee• and be i public schools to supersede Mr. Lieb,
applications will be in for the places,
the censns takers getting. so much for
the name of each inhabitant of school
age. For each name the common-
wealth allows the city schools so
much money out of the state school
fund.
given your earnest consideration, and
not allowed to slumber with the rec-






To Prevent a Flood.
A well-known Philadelphia rector,
1,:,ving a parishioner of great fluency
of speech and also somewhat addicted
to profanity, considered it his duty to
talk to the man about 41a9 fault. The
man listened for a while reapecHailly,
.^nd then replied seriously: "I know
It is a bad habit, but, you see, my




whose services are desired no longer
than the end of his present term of
employemnt.
Injured Her Wrist.
Miss Kate White of the eighth
grade at the Washington building
slipped and fell yesterday, fracturing
her wrist. Miss Katherine Powell is




Misses Mary Murray and Eleanor
Wright re-opened their rooms yester-
day morning at the Washington
building, they having been closed
since last Sunday when the water
flooded them and left the quarters
too damp for occupancy.'
••••-*****41************ tee*• •
• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
• •
44111“414411111Maaa*****41411111*
Mrs. Sarah I:. Perry arrives here
todaly from Louisville to inspect Es-
ther chapter of the Order of Eastern
Star, she being worthy matron for
:he state. The chapter tenders her a
reception tonight at the Ffraternity
bsilding lodgeroom. While here she
will be the guest of Mesdames Annie
C. Weight and Harry G. Johnston.
—A steam pipe burst in the Brun-
son florist establishment at sag
Eroadway et 4:jo o'clock Sunday
morning'. filling the building so with
dense steam that passersby thought
a fire was in progress and summoned
the department.
—Mrs. George Crumbaugh is ill at
her home on North Seventh.
—Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Brahic of
South Ninth street have a new girl
baby.
—Coroner Frank Eakcr Sunday
held an inquest over the remains of
Bruce Ligon, colored, aged 26 years,who died of pneumonia just outside
Mechanicsburg without a doctor in
attendance Shortly after thsit hewas called seven miles on+ on the
—Mrs. J. A. Tomlinson and fourchildren asked the Charity club yes-terday for transportation to Mem-phis, the family being pennilest, thefather disappearing two weeks agoShe married Tomlinson the first ofthis year, and they moved here. Shehas relatives Sn Memphis.
—Elbridge Schtnidtt was operatedon Sunday at Riverside hospital forappendicitis. fle• Is the nine-year-oldson of Mr. Henry Schmidtt.
—Ward yesterday from Washing-ton, D. C., was that the United Statesgunboat Wasp would not get to thiscity until time last of March on herrecruiting tour up the Mississippi and
tnbutatie;.
—The rural mail carriers of thePaducah postoffice organized Sunday,electing E. L. Francis president, M.F. Rice vice-president, C. F. Hobbs
secretary and Ira A. Newman treas-tree The carriers will urge the of-ficials to improve the county roads
they have to traverse in deliveringitile mail.
--Officers Johnson and Cross killeda bird dog behind the Central fire
department Sunday, the brute actingas if mad.
—Two stallions and four brood
mares have been received from Lex-
ington by the Country club, which
bought the animals.
visiting in the city.
Mr. Sydney Loeb and bride will ar-
rive the last of this week from the
east where they have been on their
wedding tour.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes
of the Illinois Central, was here yes-terday from Fulton.
Mr. Ell Guthrie has gone to NewYork to buy goods for his firm,
President Robert L. Reeves of theFirst National bank will return todayfrom St. Louis where he went tolock over the completed plans drawnby the architect for the building the
bank will erect at Third and Broad-
way.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and Deputy
Hume Ogilvie left at noon yesterday
for Frankfort ;to ,make settlement
with the state auditor for common-
wealth taxes collected during 1906 by
the sheriff on property in this city
and county.
Colonel Michael Griffin returned
yesterday to Murray after spending
Sunday with his family here.
Mrs. W. E. MeGary returned from
tropkinsville Sunday night.
Mr. Al Efishop leaves today to so-
journ at Hot Springs, Ark, while
Mrs. Bishop goes to visit in Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Mrs. Hugh Thomas Brown is here
from Columbia. Tenn., spending sev-
eral weeks with her husband of the
electric light company. She is stay-
ing at Columbia on account of the
children's health.
judge Thomas P. Cook of afurray
was here Sunday en route to Hop-
Lin.salle to bold court.
Mr, James A. Glauber goes to
Nashville today to attend a stock
show.
• Miss Mary Piles of Fulton return-
ed home yesterday after visiting Miss
Aline Utterback. Next Friday she
zed her parents leave for Seattle,
a\ ash., to reside, her father !sting
a brother of United States Senator
Samuel Piles of thit state.
Sammie Winstead will return to-
morrow to his Bellbuckle. Te11.1..
school, having come home on account
of illness.
Mrs. George Langstaff has return-
ed from visiting Miss Lucy Barrett iii
Loimisville.
Mr. Samuel Mullins of this city
- • a
MR. RCBERT S. HOOK PASSED
AWAY OF PNEUMONIA
NEAR KEVIL.
Remains Will Be Buried Today at
Hook Cemetery Near
Olvet Church.
Mr. Robert S. Hook died Sunday
night in Ballard county after a ten
days' illness with pneumonia, and this
afternoon at 2 o'clock the body will
be buried in the family cemetery on
the old Hook home place, half a mile
up the cross road leading off the
Cairo pike at the Olivet Baptist
church five miles in this county,.
The deceased was born in Chris-
tian county, but for years lived at thehome place in this county. Several
years ago he moved to Ballard near
Kevil, where he died. He was a sub-
stantial and widely known farmer.
Bcafeles his wife he is survived by
children of Miss Annie T. Hook. Mrs.
J. M. Skinner and Mr. Edavrrd Hook
latter the express messenger whoran out of here for years, but is now
running between Cairo and New Or-
leans over the Illinois Central. .
Chiklren Die.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll G. Givens
of Thirteenth and Clay streets yes-
terday morning lost their infant child
which was buried at it o'clock at Oak
Grove cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Augustus o:
the Tyler section lost their month
old son yesterday morning, and the
Lody was buried at 2:3o o'clock in the
afternoon at Oak Grove cemetery.
and his former wife were reunited
in marriage Sunday at Eddyville af-
ter a two years' separation.
Mr. Palmer Martin and wife of
:Oklahoma arc visting the latter's
mother, Mrs. S. A. Richey of eat Jef
ferson street.
Miss Virenia Smiley of Cairo is
visiting her brother, Mr. R. C. Smitr3'of Wehe Harrison street.
GREATER LOUISVILLE





















:Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
leo dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for W.atehall and Agatite Cement
1three years. We have this block clothes Which he wears now of even- .
city that are not assessed. We
d a block of ground that had Mark Twain, the humorist, is sev-omiteed from the assessors' book cuty, but quite. young in the dazzling
ssod for $5,200 for 1907. We sag- ings. The suit is white—.pure white -- 
.
that taxbill be made-, lo cover Isroa,dcloth—asad on anybody else buti 
all
taxes for two years *vigils prop- Mark Twain it would he regarded ason this bases. - ' .... ..._ tumultuously noisy. its it is, the meg . , ...
also recommend that arrange- call him an anarch of fashion, and thebe made to furnish the citY tadies say "storming, beatstifut"r a weekly report of all trans-
real estate in the city and by King Leopold, of Brussels, ls reek- Iaced' on the essork 
bloce requ 
and tnap oned as the richest man in &trope, so 
f--
116)negi -11(014.6041144eWk24q. .°11: •••dagw• - •
▪ •
Aar as reit estate is concerned. 
•••
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Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year  $5.00
Six Months  2  50
Three Months  1.25
One week .to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Rtgister Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 3i8.
Tuesday Borrting, February 26, zao7.
A Few Plain Words.
From the ntunber of men and
youths on the streets Sunday in a
partial tate of intoxication, it is
quite patent that the saloons of Padu-
cah, are not kept dosed on that day
The fact that a man is intoxicated
is very good evidence that he has
procured liquor from some source,
and as it is'a violation of the law to
sell liquor on Sunday, it is the duty
of the police to investigate every
case of intoxication coming under
their observation and see if they can
locate the saloons that are violating
the law.
On January z, the police force was
increased by twelve or fourteen men,
and yet it is a fact that according
to reports abroad, more saloons are
violating the Sunday dosing law than
was the case one year ago. This
state of affairs will never do and
the people of this city will not stand
for it. The fourteen additional police-
men cost the taxpayers of this city
lto,o8o, and they have a perfect right
to inquire why with an increased po-
lice force there is an increase in the
violations of thc law and especially
in the matter of saloons being opened
on Sundays. This thing of taxing
the people of this city jto,o8o just to
give a lot of men jobs wont do, and
if the proper authorities do not take
this matter in hand, and show that
this additional tax is for the benefit
of the people, they are going to hear
something drop
There ia another feature to consider
and that is, the taxpayers of this
city have property and families is
Paducah and they do not propose to
let a few officials turn this city over
to the whisky men and thc lawless
element. They have too much at
Make to stand for %his sort of a
thine. It is said that a gang of half-
drunken toughs in the northern part
of the city began fighting at 2 o'clock
Sunday afternoon and kept it until
dark. In the south part of the city
it is said that dozens of young men
could bit seen on the streets Sunday
afternon in a state of intoxication.
To cap it all, at twilight, a man said
In be under the influence of liquor
plunged a knifeainto another an/ in
a few moments his victim was
The public is taking cognizance
these things and if with an increased
police force the dives and lawless
saloon. cannot taa closed on Sunday,
she !lam oto %grill be for the peopic
to take the matter in hand and take
a vote * local option in this city.
Sundays last year, and kept closed,
Sunday', last year, and kept closed,
the people were.satisfied, but with
an increased police force • and .open
saloons flu will quickly make up
Their minds that the best course tos
pursue will he to wipe them out en-
tirely or at least make the effort.
If the authorities or the whisky peo-
ple have any doubts as to 'how the
people of Paducah stand on the ques-'
lion of local option, they should have
some one to make a canvass on the
quiet and sound the public on that
score. If they would do so, they
would be amazed to find how strong
the sentiment is for making Paducah
a dry city.
The crusade to clear the sidewalks
of poles in Louisville is bearing fruit.
All of the pole using companies, ex-
cept the lighting company, have con-
racted to put their wires tinder
ground in the business district and the
light company will do likewise as
soon as it can make terms with the
egontraeora. It is not too early far
Paducah to take up the subject of
underground wires.
Fire Insurance In Tennessee.
The state of Tennessee is going
after the fire insurance trust right. It
proposes to go into the fire insur-
ance buisiness, and if it does, it will
he taking a long step towards giving
its people relief from one of the most
insolent combinations in America.
According to the Nashville Banner:
"The legislative insurange investi-
gating committee asked Gen. Cates
for his opinion as to the constitu-
tionality of the state insuring the
properly of citizens, collecting prem-iums and paying losses from the
revenue so secured. Gen. Cates holdsthat the legislature has no authority
to pledge the credit of the state orlevy a special tax for the purpose ofpaying tire losses, but .the insurance
department may be authorized to col-
lect premiums and apply such prem-iums to the payment of tire losses."
Voting by mail will be possible in
Iowa if the bill introduced in the
Iowa legislature by representative
Sidey becomes a law. The measure
which he asks the legislators to pass
provides that at general and city elec-
tions it shall be lawful for quilified
electors who are absent from the city
or precinct or who are because of
sickness or infirmity unable to reach
the rolls to make affidavit to this
effect before a notary public and send
it to the judges of election with the
names of the candidates for whom
they desire to vote. This in no way
affects the right of others to challenge
the vote. A penalty is provided for




The king of France, math ten thou-sand men.
Ntarehod up the hal and then marchedSown again.
Thi, is the history of Carter II.Harrison's attempt- after an interre-gnum of two years to get back intooffice, like his father. He has in aniornent lost all the preatige of foursuccessful campaigns and made him-self a thousandfold more insignificantand ridiculous than lie ould other-wise have been.
His idea seems to have been thathe had only to come to Chicago andstamp his foot and the whole popula;tient would rise up like one man to dohis bidding. Over and over he pro-tested that he would not accept themayoralty except from a sense ofduty to his admirers. Over and overhe served even his admirers with no-tice that he would not "make tworaces," meaning one race for nomina-pan and another for election.
Then he took a fast train for Chi-cago, had himself elaborately inter-viewed en route, routed headquarters,laid in a stock of cigars and began totalk about "taking off his coat" aqd"making the fight of his lap" Heconcluded after all to "make tworaces," but they were not necessary-one was enough. He is now at libertyto return home-to California orMichigan-and pass the rest of hislife in aggravated obscurity.
Harrison never had any use forChicago except to run it and suck itsblood, and now that he is disappoint-ed in that it is to be hoped that hewill clear out and never bc seen hereagain.
Mr. Lucass Accepts.
To the Democrats of Paducah:
In response to the call of a largenumber of democrats, made several
d. days since, I have decided to becomedea a candidate for the nomination forof the office of city attorney at the ap-proaching primary election. I desireto solicit for my candidacy the favor-able aonsideration and support of alldemocratic voters and promise, in re-turn, to give my best ability to thefulfilfeng of the duties of such office.
•
SENATOR SAYS WAR
WITH JAPS IS SUM:.
Perkins Declares Our Only Safety
Lies in Building Big Navy.
-
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.--United
States Senator George C. Perkins is
of the opinion that "We have got to
meet Japan some day and have it out
oith her, and that our greatest alloy
lies in an adequate. navy."
'I hese are the views of 'Senator
Perkins as expressed in a letter to
the Brice Grimes, thee city. For
thirty years Senator Perkins and Mr.
Giimes have been friends. At inter-
vals there has been correspondence
between them upon public questions.
Whan the Japanese question came up
Mr. Grime's wrote Senator Perkins
giving his views upon the action of
the president and expressing his opin-
ion as to the proper course to be pur-
sued by the national government.
I In the letter :arr. Grimes said that
'he believed Roosevelt had made
1
many blunders in dealing with the
Jap aituation and that war seemed
to be certain if the Paps were not to
become rulers of the Pacific coast.
To this letter Mr. Grimes has re-
ceived the following autograph reply
foam Senator Perkins:
Washington, D. C.,
To Hon. Brice Grimes, 205 West
Fifth street, Los Angeles, Cal.
"My Dear Sir: I am in receipt of
yours of the 8th instant relative to
the complications between Japan and
this government, and would say that
the affair seems to have been dispos-
ed of satisfactorily to both parties
through the passage of the immigra-
tion bill, a copy of which, and report
thereon, I inclose. I am in full ac-
cord with you an your opinion that
we have got to meet Japan some day
and have it out with her, and that
our greatest safety lies in an adequate
eavy. We arc doing what we can
to increase it, and I think the country
is proud of what has been accom-
plished. As to the Pacific ocean
trade, that is a question which use




DIG FOR EDEN'S RUINS
IN YAZOO COUNTY, MISS
He is Sure Golden Temple of Adam
and Eve is Near•Home of Job*
Sharp Williams
Jsekaon, Miss., Feb. 25.-Professor
CNiton ItcNlickle, a Kansas scientist
and archicologist, 6 so confident
that the Garden of Eden was located
in Yazoo county, this state, that he
vs ants to organize a stock company
for the purpose of making extensive
excavations on the farm of Judge
W. A. Henry, a lawyer and planter.
about seven miles south of Yazoo
City, for the purpose of unearthing
the ruins of the once pslendid city
paid to have been erected shortly
alter the expulsion of Adam and Eva
from the garden.
Professor McMickle is positive that
the Henry (arm will be found the
rums of a magnificent temple, the
c.00rs of which are of pure gold. Ilie declares that thee was the site;
of the ancient city of Poseidon, de-
stroyed by a conjunction of Mercury.
Venus, Mars and Jupiter on the
e•ghth of November, t656, of the
uorld's history, or just 4.236 years
:go on the eighth of last November.
Professor McNiickle states that he
has conlclusive evidence, based on
the book of Genesis and Greek and
Egyptian records, that Yazoo county
%sac the birthplace of man and that
it will only bc necessary to dig the
required depth in order to faal proof
of his belief.
FRANX A. LUCAS _ the decisions on citizenShip cases ac-
1 cording to ;our judgment," is the Well Known Here.
IN WASHINGTON. clerks who are passing on the appli- 
Mr. James W. Williamson of Ft.
NALASKA DOG TRAIN effect of an order given to the law L• • ouis. has been elected regent of the
1.,‘ :ter From Postmaster at Nome allotment. 
___Daught rs of the American Revolu-
_ 
cations of Indians for enrollment and tion, and Thursday presides for theBrought to the Postmaster Gen- The one idea now is to close all 
first time. She is a sister of MTS.. 
In or' being vice regent of the Kentucky
.- enrollment casts by -March 4.
RUSH IS BEGUN TO
END ENROLLMENTS
No Time is Devoted to Long Search
for Information About Appli-
cants.
4To Be Given Away
2 Fine 10 Hats
Each one that examines our stock and prices will re-
ceive a number that gives them a chance. Our hats
are made by us Call and see the material that they
are made of. All the latest !styles in Spring Goods
now in stock. We have five hundred Hats all ready
for the spring trade. Come in and see them
and get a chance.
Mrs. Chappin







ST. LOUIS CHAPTER REGENT
SISTER OF MRS, NASH
DELPH IC CLUB GIVES A
DOUBLE PROGRAM THIS
MORNING.
The Matinee Muaical Club Conducts
Weekly Affair Tomorrow After-
nocn-Other Mention.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church will give
their postponed entertainment next
Friday evening in the lecture room of
the church at Seventh and Jefferson
atreets, and cordially invites every:
• attend. Theaffairwas in-,
tended three weeks ago, but bad
weather prevented, and then the death
of Mrs. Bertie Campbell necessitated
the next postponement until now,
when it occurs the time mentioned.
The program for the evening is:
Trio-Miss Mary Bondurant,
Clark and Robert Bondurant.
2 Vocal solo-Mr. Richard Scott
3. Recitations-Miss Julia Dabney.
4. Instrumental duet-Miss Ada
Brazelton and Mrs. George B. Hart.
5. Vocal solo-Mr. Emmet Bagby.
6. Quartette-Mrs. Lela Lewis,
Miss Mamie Dreyfuss, Messrs. Em-
mett Bagby and Curtis Polk.
7. Vocal solo-Miss Dryfuss.
S. Recitation-Misc Brooks Smith,
9. Vocal solo-Mot. Lela W.
Lewis.
to. Vocal solo, with violin and
piano accompaniments-Mr. Curtis
Polk.
tr. Cornet solo-Robert Bondu-
rant.
via cp....,
Maiskogee, I. T., Feb. 25.-"Take
what information you have and write
M. B. Nash, Sr., of this city, the latter
der to do this, Commissioner Bixby -ooety af Revolutionary daughters.
Washington. D. C., Feb. 25.-Post- has seat a force of law clerks andmaster General Cortelyou and other stenographers to Washington, andofficials of the postoffice department they are working with the Indiantoday were given an opportunity of office of the department of the in-seeing Alaska's primitive methods of tenor.carrying the mails. The occasion was When a schedule of approved .ap-the presentation by i Smith, the plicants arrives from the commis-veteran Alaskan mail carrier, who, sioner and the department of the in-aftet•- an 8.000 mile trip from thefrozennorth with his dog train, ar-rived in this city several days ago ofwith a letter to the postmaster gen-eral from the postmaster at Notneexpressing greetings of himself andthe pzople of Alaska to that official.The unusual spectacle of a mailtrain of dogs being driven down Pennsylvania avenue on its way to thepostoffice department attracted muchattention. Cortelyou promised to send Sao° 
adverse report asking that. the house ter to Washington in the way of a
AUTOMOBILEa letter to the postmaster at Nome We have for sale a to hoisC power,when Smith returned. Ford automobile in the best of con- Matinee mica .
way reflect upon Senator Bailey. If in the legislature will make- an effort
The Matinee Musical club gathers'slition in every respect, and with ab- 
this procedure is followed the minor-It proloev the agitation acrainetcash. Full particulars given on re- 
tomorrow afternoon at Grace churchsolittely no repairs necessary, for $500 
ity of the committee will rbring in an even to the cattent of taking the'mat-
parish house.
Back From Tour.
FOREMAN BROS . 'North Fourth s'. r and Mrs. Luke Russell have trke full recognition of the evidence. memorial
Quest.
•\f 
tenor wants any changes made the .law clerk makes the changes, and I
wires Commissioner Bixby to that
effect.]
All of the enrollment work is kept
right up to the hour now. The secre-
tary must close finally all enrollment
cases by March 4. After that time no
application can be received, nor can
a case be reopened.
returned from a trip to Cuba. During
their absence Mrs. F. M. Allard, of
New York, was with Miss Anne Sher-
rill Baird, at the Russell home on
Jefferson Boulevard. Miss Bairdwill leave Wednesday for Pass Chris-
tian to be with her brother Mr. J.H. Baird. of Nashville, who with hisfamily is spending the winter at theMexican Gulf Hotel at 11.1•1 Chris-tian.
DAMNS ELKINS BY
TOO LOUD PRAISE1 City Clerk.
We are authorized to announceWest Virginia Legislator Makes Sen. City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-ator Writhe With Eulogy, date for re-election to the office of
Washington. Feb. 25-The %Vasil-ington friends pf Senator Stephen B
Elkins of West Virginia, have been
poking 3 great deal of fun at him oflate as a result of a highly eulogisticspeech delivered by a democraticmember of the West Virginia legisla-ture. In fact, the speech was almosttoo laudatory to please Mr. Elkins.although it greatly tickled his
enemies.
The speech W:14 delivered during
the sees.,.: ' the legislature to re-elect Mr. EA is. The democratic
solon, naturaiiy enough, could notdisplay any great amount of enthus-iasm over the re-election of Senator
Elkins. He wanted to sec a democratdid not see where Sena-tor Elkins was to be con-
gratulated, so he made a speech
along those lines. The eloquent per-oration according to the Washington
version, was something after thefollowing.
"Stephen B. Elkins is a fortunate
man; he should be a happy man, and
I doubt not that lie is. He looksat the rugged hills and mountains of
West %.irginia, with all their hiddentreasures and on the sunkissed and
fruitful valleys of this great state,
and a smile of ineffable contentmentillumines his face. And why shouldn'the smile? Ile owns them.
He looks on the great railrnads
that span the state, with their freight
trains laden with the products of a
busy people, and again he smiles. And'why shouldn't lie smile lie owns
them city jailer, subject to the DemocraticPrimary to be held Thursday, May 2;
'We looks on this legislature. met
here to elect a senator of the United z9c1.States. and once more he smiles. And
why shouldn't he smile? He owns it "
BAILEY TO BE PURSUED




We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayorsubject to the Democratic Primary tobe held Thursday, May 2. taco
We are authorized to announce thec.iadidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,object to the Democratic Primary toby held Thursday, May 2, 2907.
.11•••••••
cit) clerk sdbject to the DemocrweePrimary to be held Thursday, gay 1,1907.
We are authorized to announee
M liclutyre as a candidatefor city clerk, subject to the Den-cratic Primary to be field Thursday.May 2, 1917.
city Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce thecartdidacy of William Kraus for citytreasurer, subject to the DemocraticPrimary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., f'-city attorney, "abject to the Den-cratic Primary to be held Thursd:.•May a, 1907.
City Assessor.
We arc authorized to announce W.Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-election to the office of city assessor,subject to the Democratic Primaryto be held Thursday, May a, ow.
Car,' Jailer.We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of Joe A. Purchase for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
ommil••••••••...
We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of Sam L Beadles for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pr-wary to be held Thursday, May 2,tor..
We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of Al. Hymareh for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held 'Thuisday, May 2,1907.
We are authorized to announce the'candidacy of Mann %V. Clark for city'jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May 2.1907.
'We are authorized to announce the-candidacy of R. M. Wiles for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-mary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
The first copper cent was coined inNew Haven ina16137.
England spends $180.000,000 a yearon her navy. This is V.orao.000 more
than the combined expenditure ofFrance, Russia and Germany
Delphic Club,
The Delphic dub assembles at to
o'clock this morning at the library,
and as the program comprises the
outline for two sessions, the roll call
will be dispensed with. The double
program follows:
r. The Expulsion of the Moriscoes
-Mrs. W. W. Powell.
2. Don Juan of Australia-Mrs.
Frank L. Scott.
3. Aranjuez-lifes. George C. Wal-
lace.
4. Cordova-Miss Whitfield.
The Mosque of Cordova-Mrs.
D. A. Yeiser.
6. Reading from "The Spanish
Gylasy.'1.
Austin, Tex, Feb. 25.--It is ex-
pected that the findings of the legis-
lative committee investigating the
charges against United States Sen-
ator Joseph W. Bailey will be re-
ported to the two houses of the legis-
lature not later than Tuesday.
Senator Bailey and his atorneys are
'urging upon the committee the need
of haste, as Senator Bailey announces
he will leave Thursday 'in order to
reach Washington -by March 4 to be
Metalled as senator.
The eub-comminttee of the investi-
gating committee has spent all of to-
day revising the testimqny to be sub-
nutted to the legislattile. A discus-
sion is now on as to whether or not
the committee will have any right to
report anything but the evidence.
Friends of Senator Bailey are of
the opinion that the committee can
also make the suggestion that there
• is nabbing in the evidence to in any
and either censure Senator Bailey or:act upon it as they see fit.















IT ISN'T A MATTER OF YOU
$25
$30, $35, $oo and Us Fur
Coats of Rare Skins and
beautifully made that sold
for $oo to Sicio.00 are be-
ing offered to the Padu-
cah trade during our
final winter sale.
$3.50
For a Sto.00 Mixed Coat
48 to sa inches long.
HAVING TO HAVE A
CLOAK
Its a matter of you being wise, and doing for
youriselves something that will increase the size
of your purse if you invest. And also give you
a sensible wrap for the remainder of this sea-
son and for the next one to come. This article
also pertains to those who need furs. The prices
are so low co them now that when you go to
buy a pace of fur neat season you will lay aside
the idea altogether, due to the fact that this late
season's prices have so spoiled you that youwould neve: be willing to pay the regular prices
next season. We are selling furs at enormousreductions and will do so all this week. The
sale is still M progess and will be all through
the entire week.
- $5.00
For long full made mix-
ture coats that sold for
$.12.00 to $27.50 all dur-
ing our final winter sale.










Batuyosurtor Yeoua 35 Furat
50c







For a good Cloth Suit at our




For a good warm coat for a child that sold for
$4 So to 17.so all this week at our store.
up
$2.75
Secures for you a Panama Skirt that sold for
Ss.co SO.00 and $7.so, also some good mixtures
go for the same price.
 IMMO SICK
AND AILING
TAX RATE TO BE
$1885 PER $100
(Continued from
to keep an index record of same. s -We also call your attention to the ENumERAToR . absolute necessity of the assessor
biting required to administer an oath
to each and esery person asessed, and
-tote made on the tax list that the •
patty was sworn. AU persons should
. sign the aseessment list.
• p We find by ordinance the aslocyPage One-) of the city &savour is fixed at $900 SCHOOL BOARD SELECTS CEN- per annum, and one deputy at Poo for SUS TAKERS NEXT
BE ELECTED
too. sources. Last year the city re-
ceived from all other sources, outside
properly tax. $79.977-42, hence. goant-
rig she will receive tho sameithis
oeor from all other source. makes the
revneu $270.otoote In their appor-
tionment ordinance for this year the
boards provide for expenditures of
$336750. but this includes a floating
debt of only $21458, while in fact
the republicans left over for thee the. assessors offic.
democrats to pay off this year t.os,000 The law relating tel building permits
should be strictly enforced, and thatfloafing debt, which will compel the
all persons failing to compiy with61- far taco to raise SaFl0000 to come
the a.er ecte o e penai--volt without any overhanging debtsthe cad of this year. Thi• shows Our attention was called to the ex.
piration of the five year's exemptiont:0;iv iren placing the tax rate at
this brings not mulish revenue given to the now Dixie illas com-
pany, but as our books were added$1como to look after the contcm- we recommend that the assessor bcrplatit expenses. In addition to this instructed to assess this firm with thethe city always counts on ten per following amounts.cent of the property taxes going un- Real Estate 
Loomcollected by getting on the delinquent improvements . •  4.900list. 
Machinery .:.,...   . 7,000The total . collections from every 
source in toO6 were $242,368.33, from Totsl . $14,000ohich deducting borrowed moncy. We respectfully submit this, ourleaves $228,o61.57 The total copendl- report, and request that it be referredlures of last year were So63439.t5, ex- to the finance acronmittee, and beelusive of the $55,863.54 of the bond given your earnest consideration, andmoney spent, and at that the republi- not allowed to slumber with the rec-cans left the &moo° defiCit. ords of citso as has been the customIn framing up their report, on no- in previous years.
tithing yesterday, the supervisors E. G. BOONE
amassed the following to tic submit-
ted to the general council along with
their recapitulation, books and figures
rontaiocd;
Wis. recommend • that as early as
possible, and in time for the assess- A well-known Philadelphia rector,ment for too8, that the city employ Itsving a pariahioncr of great fluency-uitable persons to block the city and of speech and also somewhat addictedaosilace a valuation per foot on all real to profanity, considered it his duty toproperty. While the maps are not talk to the man about lis fault. Thecomplete for this purpose yet they
take in the most valuable part of the
city and will enable competent men to
,make a great improvement in the
assessment. This is the only way
you will ever get a fair, just and
equitable assessment, besides assess
all the property in the city. We are
litisfied that there arc many lots in
oltAe city that are not assessed. We
found a block of ground that had
been omitted from the assessors' book
fors three years. We have this block
essessed for $5,aoo for 1907. We sug-
gest that taxbIll b1 madeolo rover
back taxes for two years oniVhis prop-
erty on this bases. - -
We also recommend that arrange-
ments be tuadt to futniels the city
engineer a weekly report. of all trans.
fees or real estate in the city and by
lb placed on the block and snapboots. and the assessor be required
W. R. HOLLAND; ,
J. A. GLAUBER,
Board of Supervisorc.
two months _serrate. We owe, *Ith WEEK.due reseptc to the honorable Mayor I
and general council of the opinion I
that the salary is too small to enablel
the assesor to employ competent as- 1
sitanto
The asses intents are the foundation
of the city's finances, and the city,
in our judgment, can not make a bet-
ter investment than to pay liberally
for ths hest taknt to be obtained for
To Prevent a Flood.
man listened for a while respeaThlly,
ond then replied seriously: "t know
it is a bad habit, but, you see, my
Words in a 'damn' now and then
pievent a flood"—February Lippin-
cott's.
Mark Twain in New Evening Clothes
of Pure White.
Mark Twain, the ihumorist, is sev-
cuty, but quite. young in the dazzling
clothes which he wears now of even-
ings. The suit is white—pure white
broadcloth--aod on anybody else but
Mark Twain it would be regarded as,
tumultuously noisy. i‘s it is, the meur
call him an narch o( fashion, and the
kitties say "stunning, beautifte,"
• ,
King Leopold, of Brussels, Is reek-
oned as the richest men in Stsrope, sorar as reel estate is concerned.
•
••••••=.
Another Superintendent Applicant ia
the City—Miss Kate White
Fractured .Her Wrist.
At the March meeting of the school
board next Tuesday evening the trus-
tees will elect the enumerators who
are to take the school census of this
city for loos. Quite. a number of
applications will be in for the places,
the census takers getting so much for
the name of each inhabitant of school
age. For each name the common-
wealth allows the city schools so
much money out of the state school
farad.
Another Applicant.
Professor Spraggin of the public
schools of Helena, Ark., will arrive
this morning, being one of those
under consideration for the position
of superintendent of the Paducah
public schools to supersede Mr. Lich,
whose services are desired no longer
than the end of his present term n of
employemnt.
Injured Her Wrist.
Miss Kate Whkc of the eighth
grade at the Washington building
slipped and fell yesterday, fracturing
her wrist. MIss Katherine Powell is




Misses Mary Murray and Eleanor
Wright re-opened their rooms yester-
day morning at the Washington
[wilding, they having been closed
since last Sunday when the water
flooded them and left the quarters
too damp for occupancy..
MRS. BUD HARVEY AND
sDAUGHTER ARE BOTH
SICK.
Mrs. Joseph Bondurant Is Up After
Several Days' Confinement—Mrs.
Basor Moved Home.
Mrs. Bud Harvey, wile of the fire
department attache, is confinad with
pneumonia at their home on Sixth and
Tennessee streets. Krellir, her II-
year-old girl is sick with a severe at-
tack of la grippe.
Mrs. S. C. Green of Henderson ip
convalescing after an attack of ill-
ness at the residence of Mrs. L. A.
Washington West Broadway, where
she visiting When taken ill. She
had the ha grippe for ten days or
two wicks.
Mrs. Dr. Henry Duley is almost
well, being able to sit up at her
room.
Mrs Joseph Bondurant is ante to
be up at her home on North Sixth,
after a several days' confinement with
illness.
Mr. \Valiant L. Young, the laundry-
man, is out after a week's illness with
La grippe.
Mr. Robert B. Phillips is well
enough to be on the streets after a
ten days' sickness with la grippe and
fever.
•••
***********-cessaistommikillonosTANTIALu. PERSONAL MENTION. • ,• e 'teeeettesesseeseeetkems,“
Miss Jennie Wire of Mayfield is
visiting in the city.
Mr. Sydney Loeb and bride will ar-
rive the last of this week from the
east where they have been on their
wedding tour.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes
of the Illinois Central, was here yes-
terday from Fulton.
Mr. Ell Guthrie has gone to New
York to buy goods for his firm,
President Robert L. Reeves of the
First National bank will return today
from St. Louis where he went to
look over the completed plans drawn
by the architect for the building the
bank will erect at Third and Broad-
way.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and Deputy
Hume Ogilvie left at noon yesterday
for Frankfort ;to make settlement
with the state auditor for common-
wealth taxes collected during 1e06 by
the sheriff on property in this city
and county.
Colonel Michael Griffin returned
yesterday to Murray after spending
Sunday with his family here.
Mrs. W. E. McGary returned from
l'opkinsville Sunday night.
Mr. Al Bsishop leases today to so-
journ at Hot Springs, Ark., while
Mrs. Bishop goes to visit in Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Mrs. Hugh Thomas Boown is here
from Columbia, Tenn.. spending sev-
eral weeks with her husband of the
electric light company. She is stay-
ing at Columbia on account of the
children's health.
Judge Thomas P. Cook of Murray
was here Sunday en route to Hop-
kin,ville to hold court.
Mr, James A. Glauber goes to
Nashville today to attend a stock• Mrs. Lawrence Rasor has been show.
moved from her private ward in . Miss Mary Piles of Fulton return-Riverside hospital to her home on ed home yesterday after visiting MissSixth and Harrison where she is rest-
ing well from effects of an opera-
tion for mastoidonomy.
00****************••••••••• •
• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
• •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mrs. Sarah I:. Perry arrives here
todaly from I.ouisville to inspect Es-
ther chapter of the Order of Eastern
Star, she being Worthy matron for
the state. The chapter tenders her a
reception tonight at the Ffriternity
bedding lodgeroom. ‘Vhile here she
will be the guest of Mesdames Annie
C. Weight and Harry G. Johnston.
—A steam pipe burst in the Brun-
son florist establishment at soq
Broadway at coo o'clock Sunday
morning. filling the building co with
dense steam that passersby thought
a fire was in progress and summoned
the department.
—Mrs. George Crumbaugh is ill at
her home on North Seventh.
—Mr and Mrs. Eddie Brahic of
South Ninth street have a new girl
baby.
—Coroner Frank F.aker Sunday
told an inquest over the remains of
Bruce Ligon, colored, aged 26 year.,
who died of pneumonia just outside
Mechanicsburg without a doctor in
attendance. Shortly after that he
was called seven miles out on the
Pool road where Cathesime Randolph
aged 68, had died of lung trouble with-
out a doctor attending her.
—Mrs. J. A. Tomlinson and coor
children asked the Charity club yes-
terday for transportation to Mem-
phis, the family being penniless, the
father disappearing two weeks ago
She married Tomlinson the first of
this year. and they moved here. Shehas relatives in Memphis.
—Elbridge Schmidtt was operated
on Sunday at Riverside hospital for
appendicitis. He is the nine-year-old
son of Mr. Henry Schmidtt.
—Word yesterday from Washing-ton, D. C.. was that the Uniteol States
gunboat Wasp would not get tb this
city until the last of March on her
recruiting tour up the Mississippi and
tnbutarice
—The rural mail carrier, of the
Paducah poetoffice organized Sunday,
electing E. L. Francis president, M.
F. Rice vice-president, C. F. Hobbs
secretary and Ira A. Newman trees-
user. The carriers will urge the of-
ficial, to improve the county roads
they have to traverse in delivering
the mail.
—Officers Johnson and Cross killeda bird dog behind the Central fire
department Sunday, the brute acting
as if mad.
—Two stallions and four brood
mares have been received from Lex-
ington by the Country club, which
bought the animals.
40,
Aline Utterback. Next Friday she
and her parents leave for Seattle,
Wash., to reside, her father being
a brother of United States Senator
Samuel Piles of Oat state.
Sammie Winstead will return to-
morrow to his Belibuckle, Thee,
sehool, having come home on account
of illness.
Mrs. George Langstaff has retain-
ed from visiting Mias Lucy ilarreo
Mr Samuel Mullins of this city
FARM DIES
MR. RCBERT S. HOOK PASSED
AWAY OF POIEUMONIA
NEAR KEVIL.
Remains Will Be Buried Today at
Hook Cemetery Near
Olvet Church.
Mr. Robert S. hook died Sunday
night in Ballard county after a ten
days' illness with pneumonia, and thia
afternoon at a o'clock the body will
be buried in the faintly cemetery cu
the old Hook home place, half a mile
up the cross road leading off this
Cairo pike at the Olivet Baptise
church five miles in this county.
The deceased was born in Chris-
tian county, but for years lived at tho
home place in this county. Several
years ago he moved to Ballard near
where he died. He was a sub-
stantial and widely known farmer.
Betides his wife he is survived by
children of Miss Annie T. Hook, Mrs.
J. M. Skinner and Mr. Edawrd hook
latter the express messenger who
ton out of here for years, but is now
runteng between Cairo and New Or-
leans over the Illinois Central ,
Children Die.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll G. Givens
of Thirteenth and Clay streets yes-
terday morning lost their infant child
ohich was buried at it o'clock at Oak
Grove cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Augustus o:
the Tyler section lost their month
old son yesterday morning, and the
Lody was buried at 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon at Oak Grove cemetery.
ond his former wife were reunited
in marriage Sunday at Eddyvillc af-
ter a two years.' separation.
Mr. Palmer Martin and wife or
Oklahoma arc visting the latter's
mother, Mrs. 9. A. Richey of 531 Jef
ferson street.
Miss Virenia Smiley of Cairo is
visiting her brother, Mr. IL C. Snaky
of West Harrison street.
GAEATER LOUISVILLE
Elo iflto
OME FARE FOR R DUN DRIP BY RAI IrIRIVER
MAR 18-30



















:Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
'Also dealer in Lime and Cement. , Agent for Waaitehall and Agitite Cement
"iv. pit OF CLMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM










just sample any other
 per-
fume in town and 
then procure
the same odor f
som us. You'll




know how to buy 
perfumes.
We know how 
to store per-




of these requisites 
is what en-
able us to give you 
perfumes
that have not detonated since,



















Negligee aids with li
tittgill




It irons either atiff o
r pleated
bosoms like new, 
and the
"hump" so often seen 
is mis*
ins.








'NOW IS THE TIME
TRIS IS tHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOOR14.1 :
r6 frwar. Day and Night
-• Catalogue School
E xcursioll
St. Louis and Tennessee River 
Pads-
et company—the cheapest and his
excursion oat of Paducah.
s8Inn For the Round Trip •tiUlf Tennessee river & r r'
It is a trip of pleasure, condell
and rest; good service, good tabi
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea
ck
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jas





Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $44.co;




ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, 41.5o each, without
meals; $2 oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.,  For
further particulars see
E. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
Whet is said to be the greateet drug
store in the world exists in Moscow,
and is 203 years old. Since 1893 it has
been in the funnily of the present pro-
prietor. It is a ,building of imposing
dimensions, with many departments,
inelnding'one for the professional edtt
cation of the staff, whieh number'
ode persons They make tip nhont
*POO prescriptions a day.
.tint Al THAIIONS.
PLANS FOR GREATER LJUISVILLE
EXPOSITION OPENING MAR. 13.
BASE-BALL GAMES SPECIAL DAYS,
Louisville Extends a Most Cordial in-
vitation To All To Visit Louis-
ville at This Time.
As the time for the opening of the
Greater Louisville Exposition draws
near, the interest In that great event
in this and all other sections of the
State of Kentucky, as well as through-
out the South. is greatly increasing.
The visitors to Lewisville will return
home and give expressions of deep in-
terest In the exposition and pride in
the enterprise and public spirit of tue
exposition officials working so hard In
the interest of their state and city
without proapect ur wish for any pe-
cuniary gain.
Showing what priee they take In
their city's great enterprise, the mer-
chants and manufacturers of Louis-
ville have covered their envelopes and
stationery almost over with advertis-
ing matter concerning the exposition,
and the title, "Greater Louisville Ex-
position," seems to appear in the most
unexpected quarters at the most un-
expected time. Louisville "drummers"
who visit here let no one escape. and,
If for no other reason, the people of
Kentucky will be bound to go to Louis-
ville between March is and 30 to see
what has been so widely heralded.
This will be a matter of easy Recoup
nlishrnent, because the railroads of
:(entucky have annomiced a rate of
FRED LEVY,
President of the Louisville Commertial
Club. and Vice President of the Great-
er Louisville Exposition Company.
one fare for the round trip, with three
'Wittig dates each week, the tickela
good returning until April 1. Besides
these splendid rates, many sinalssslaa
excursions will be rim. and It Is said
by the railroad official% composing the
Southeastern Passeoger Association,
that the rates for these excursions will
be the best ever offered for a similar
entenirise.
The Division of Programme of the
exposition is now busily engaged in
preparing the plans for various arsecial
days. interesting programmes will be
arranged for these special days, and
the music by the great Creatures
bazd will be an added attraction to
the exposition twice daily. This band
of sixty renowned aoloists is recog-
nized everywhere as being absolutely
the foremost organization of its kind,
and the twice-dally concerts will be
Included in the extraordinarily low
price of admission, which will be twen-
ty-five cents for adults and fifteen
cents for children. ror special days,
Sig. I reatore has very graciously con-
sented to make his programme typical
of the occasion. The following days
have been decided upon. and plane are
in train to make each one an unique
sueeene: Dedication Day. Edison Day,
Children's Day. Greater Lewisville
(Falls City) Day, All Kentucky Day.
Fraternal Day, Transportation Day,
Woman's University Dav. Music
Day. Newspaper Day and Get-away
Day
It will be of interest to lovers of
the national gime to know that the
Louisville Baseball team will 'contest
with two major league steams during
the exposition period, playing flee
games in all. It can he seen that the
people of Kentucky will have a splen-
did opportunity of seeing the Greater
Louisville Exposition. hear creatore's
famous hand, and see such magnificent
baseball organizations as the Chicago
National League team and the Boston
Americans. Boston will play three
games. March 22, 24 and ee, while Chi-
cep, will play two games. March 28
and 29. Lonieville will certainly hold
tact interest for Kentuckians during
the period of March 1.10.
Displayed upon the walls of the Ex-
position Building in Louisville will
be s.,en the trademarks and labels of
Loud -'yule menhantsi and MUM fac-
turers. This riot of color will be
spread in a broad hand around the
building, and will add much to the
general decorative ,:theme. These la-
bels and trademark, witi be very at-
tractively framed. and it will he possi-
ble to gather a very plain idea of what
Lonistille can do by looking at these
frames. This opportunity to he rep-
resented in the great exposition had
been very .eag.,rly grasped by many
who tire not eligible to show manu-
factured product. It. ha- been esti-
mated that at least one-half of the
maimfacturers of Louleville eill
repoisent:d In the trademark and label
display.
**************************
* HOME LIFE IN RUSSIA. #
ppareeepeasseasese***************
(London Tribune.)
Although Russia looms so large in
the public eye comparatively little
is known of the ordinary every- day
domestic life of the Czar's subjects.
Front the housekeeping point of
view it must be remembered that
families live much the sante as they
do in Paris and other continental ci-
ties—ill large flats, inlarge blocks of
buildings rather than in separate
ouses. As to the housekeeping ex-
penses rent is perhaps a kttle dearer
than here, but flat life enables fewer
servants to be kept and food is dis-
tSictly cheaper.
The housekeeping food is procured
in much the same way as in Eng-
land, the poor going to the markets,
the well-to-do people dealing at the
shops that "call for orders" in the
same way that they do in our princi-
pal towns.
But the food in itself differs much
in treatment and serving from the
Anglo-Saxon idea. The morning
"tea" bgins by shoeing the varia-
tion from the western Europe habits.
At an early hour the "samovar" is
placed in the dining room and the
household go in after leaving their
beds and before their bathing opera-
tions,draw some tea for themselves
from the "samovar" and eat with it
"a little bread" in some respects like
the French brioche. The Russian
bakers make a great variety of ex-
ctillent plain breads.
The real first meal id the day is
lancheon, which is eaten between 11
and t o'clock. At every meal
"sakuski," otherwise "hors "tutees,"
are served- Then various character-
Otic Russian dishes follow, such as
itiecaroni and meat &lel together;
eggs done in all setts of ways._ At
luncheon time a joint trey rarely
inekes it appearance Chicken is
t lien, all poultry and game being
eood and plentiful, and many Linda
are eaten which do nut form the loud
dishes in England, France or .aineri-
ca. Fancy cream cheeses neat c to
Ruasia ere popular at luncheon. as
%tell as foreign importations such as
Camembert, Gruyere, etc., such as
ere to be found in any country in
1' 'rope.
The usual 5 o'clock tea of Eng-
land and America is not the universal
habit of Russia, but if you ask a
!snot. t., come in the afternoon tea
always served, and always at !a-
-s' "at home- days. The "satin's at"
.,nds eurrotmeled by little dishes of
i.es. etc. and also the chasacter-
-ac feature of the Russian tea table
- the tiny dainty glass disehes which
hold the "pre-serve." to provide a
great variety of which it one cf the
prides of the Rassian housekeeper.
As to the dinner, this meal always
begin, in Russia with the "takuski.-
wtich is placed at a side table, to
which all the guests go an help
themselves, standing up to partake of
their choice before sitting down to
the central dining table, where the
nicel peeper is served. This is much
the same as the ordinary Parisian
iinncr. hough soups are typically
Restian, being made of ingredients
not generally lord for the purpose
in other countries. The "borter is
about the only Russian soup which
has taken any hold in western EH-
rope.
Partics ate not usual in the typical
well-to-do Russian household; but,
though dinner parties are frequently
given, they are much less stately af-
fairs than with people here in Eng-
land. evening dress for the men and
decolletage for the women net be-
ing usual Dinner parties arc gen-
taally arranged but two or three
("la's beforehand. or even only on the
day itself. A few friends calling
in will be asked to stay for dinner
end reinforced by two or three more
couples asked in the same informal
manner.
The service at the table in these
families is much the same. ae re-
gards their glass and china, as in
England, but their silver is particu-
larly good, and they pride them-
selves greatly upon the possession
both of etuantity and quality, and
thy enjoy grind design', though
they are rather florid.
Flowers arc ruinously eepenett e
in Russia. and they arc fewer and
are used in quantities more rarely,
though on occasions of lavish dis-
play Russians cae as many, and more




"I am opposed to the measure,"
(the $1,octio saloon license fee,) said
Mr. Schreeder, of Vanderburg, "be-
cause it is simply a revenue measure.
I have cpposed the same sort of legis-
lation before. I think the teachers of
Indiana put themselves in a bad light
when they propose to increase their
salaries in this way. The brewers'
sign is put on the schoolholtos when
you pass this bill."
!in. many ways the Chinese are a
very clever people, but owing to the
foot-binding practice, much of the
.work that we consider appropriate for
women is done there by men. The
men do all the laundry work, and
they monopolize cooking as an occu-
patien.
; twd.






"Yes," says the girl with the turned
up- nose and wide mouth.
"No," says the girl who looks as if
she had stepped out of a Gibson pic-
ture. '
But the man with the big ears and
broad grin guesses they may be—the
honest open countenance game is his
long suit!
Now, who is right?
Of course, it is a truism to say that
the woman with bronze tresses and
dimpled cheeks is as transparent as
daylight, because everyone knows
that she got her tresses from Wurtem
berg and her dimples in Chicago. just
as it is a platitude of the deepest dye
when one remarks that the man with
'the hollow la
ugh and the lantern
jaws is often the wit of the party.
Because everyone knows that ap-
pearance of form and leisure may de-
ceive right along the line; it is expres-
sion that gives the real clew.
Not only the expression of the face
but the expression of the hands, feet,
hair and bearing.
Nor is the expression of the face
determined by the set of the lips
only, whose expression, tense or
otherwise, may be due to defective
teeth. One of the sweetest women
the writer ever knew had her mouth
tightly drawn in at the corners. Those
who didn't know her were apt to
shake their heads wisely and mutter
"temper" under their breath, but those
eh() knew her just remembered her
frequent visits to a country dentist,
and understood.
In the same way, loose, half-open
lips may be owing to the overdevelop-
ment of the front teeth, and have
nothina to do with the flabby, talka-
tive disposition usually ascribed to
the owner of such a mouth.
The expression of the face is hest
decided by the eyes and the upper lip.
Cold, fishy eyes, bold, staring ones,
eyes that arc restless and shifty, soft
and pleading tender and kind, all tell
the tale of their oaner's disposition
The tipper lip, too, is an excellent
"landmvrk," as it were. Straight. long
and slightly stretched over the front
teeth it forms an unfailing sign of e
herd, unyielding and narrow disposit-
tion. Ii in addition to this the lip -
are FI41.tly stretched and turned up
at the corners, the owner, if a woman,
will be cne of those trsing individuals
who imagines herself martyred for her
principles, but whom her neighbors
describe as being "set in her ways!"
The expression of the hair is rather
niore difficult to determine, and it is
not frsm its hue or its texture that
one caa judge at all—but from its con
dition—well-kept or otherwise. Lazy,
dirty, untidy persons will always be
laziest, dirtiest and most untidy in re-
gard in their hair: while frivolous,
eccentric or lop-sided.people seem, to
and the manner of wearing 011ie nat-
ural way of expressing their motel's
aspirations.
The 'bands come next,•and the the
most deceitful of all the outward
seeming So much depends an the
occupation of their owner that con-
clusions must not be jumped to has-
tily.
A few indications of character there
are, however, and though these must
be taken collectively, they point defi-
nitely to certain traits.
A thick thumb, with decided care-
back, is a sign of obstinacy.
Large thumbs denote nill pligger
and executive ability.
* Small, loose fingers show an easy.
facile disposition.
Well-kept nails—regardless of shape
or size—show love oi order and per-
sonal daintiness.
And now to character as t nit' by time
bearing. This last is the easiest,
safest and surest way to get at the
truth concerning one's fellowman and
sister woman—or any other woman,
for the matter of that.
A quick step denotes nervous en-
ergy, capability and a strong will
power; a slow, lagging step, lack of
these attributts.
The poise of the head is exceeding-
ly deceptive, and i? usually a matter
of eyesight. If the eyes are strong the
head is kept well thrown back; if they
arc weak it is kept bent forward. But
'the shoulders tell what the head te-
fusee to divulge. Bent shoulders
usually indicate old age, ill health or
lazinesa. Shoulders that sway from
the waist (in a woman) indicare- van-
ity and frivolity, as this peculiar
twisting is clue to tight lacing. For
the same reason a unlacing, tripping
step is apt to tell a tale of vanity, as
such a gait usually is due to shoes too
short or too tight.
So, after all, "so long as wooer-
ancea are deceptive, we might as well
have them deceive for as against us.
And that's common sense.
_
Little Left to Steal.
(From Blackwood's Magazine.)
On the first occasion the duke of
Wellington took Soult into Apsley
House the latter was surprised at the
absence of pictpres he had known in
Madrid.
"How is it, Monsieur he Due." he
said, "that you have so few of the
Spanish masterpieces?" .
"Marshal. you forget," replied the
duke, "that my army was only in
Madrid after the one commanded by
yourself."
Granny Craske. who was too yeara
old lest December, and who was said
to be the oldest member of the Salva-
tion aemy in the world, bias died at
Sherineham, Norfolk. She had never
ridden itt a railroad train. '
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
I Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
1 per published by The Republic.
I This offer is open to both new andold subscribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. It, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture. or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Vinter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a mutf.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a milllonaires 4otne.
There is nothing cheap or stoddy,
looking about them. They carnet be
duplicated in the retail stores ler less
than so cents. The best recominenda-
tion that we can give them is to Mag
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pie,
tore to them.
If you are already a stifistrieer to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultura)
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's snbscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and lime
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper .in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm motstbly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pie-
tunes, all for only 14.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plibly. Au-
dress all orders to the St. rouis Re-
sra take them from the wall for ex- public, St. Louts, Mo,
Abram L. Well efft Co
FIRE INSURANCE:
Accident, Life,ILlabirity, Steam Boiler-J-1
Campbell Block.




Caron Directory Company -
Of louisvilleyikentvck)
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat rons and the citizens of
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below.
lag Beguiler office at s23 Broadwa y. where the euhio is in
when desiring the address of aey r estdent of the cities named.
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Loaded Black Powder f'
Sheik
Shoot Strong and Evenly
4 Are Sure Fire, Ot,
Will Stand Reloading.


































11XP2ouvais BURNED TO A.S.+
CERTAIN TILE DANGER.
Illintlidges Explode with Insufficient
, lora to Do much Damage--
Intsrestiag Expert-
mat.
An interesting experiment was made
• few days since at the convention of
Armen at Duluth, says the Boston
Beraid. for the purpose of having de-
e &ermined the extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. in • groat many hardware stores
It Is known that anunualuou is carried
Si stock, and in gun storm 'immune-
/log. of course, is a regular part of the
Stock In traue. It has beim thought
that this clam at nuiLerlal was of •
akaracter that would prove seriously
dangerous in as of Or bemuse Aro
men would sateratly be &treed to en• q Mr buildings where, in eousequeuue of
implosioas. their Lives grouse be endan-
gered. It has wen customer, inuscat
MUM to have ordinaaces vamoose leg-
slating the &mount of guupowder that
OSA be carrteu in $ iustreAuule stock.
and also dee.,, Latina tat manner to
Mita the wieder stuLU be tap Eau
the plane in the stare is welch the re
septabie shah tie places hue in
Ifloatost. the cinnamic' provides that
guitpowasr &heti be swim in • meta+
remptacie• that the amiuunt carried
at say eels U. shall tie strictly Um
lite& and that Lb. metal eu, In el:dee
It Is Inapt akan be planed ear the
door of tie OITA si a else', anoint to
the 8/11113,71. 10 that Is the •veip 01
Are it can be easily removed Bei
with dad animualtion regetatloas et
this kind are ten In forts, and a great
deal has belie lett to the disareel-o e
the dealers in these supplies.
A curves: belief has existed that It
a gun store sere to take are it would
he dangerous to enter it and. Indeed
• It might be dangerous oi anyone to
pass In the near vicinity al the tho•
of the Sr. The experiments made si
Duluth were tor the purpose of deter
minims La con !Rums ruder which
Al elostoas of ammunition took plop
and bow these compared with condi
Lions that determined the explosion tit
runpowder. Gunpowder in bulk wil•
explode with great force, and the ex
ploding of one keg wiy tear open ad
$acent kegs. and the Cash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with suck rapidity that the ex
plosion is practically simultaneous
The experiment made at Duluth was
In a building put up fot the purpose.
In which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunttion of all kinds.
hot% In paper shells and also metallie• rifle and pistol cartridges Altogeth
er. In the two testa, In ce• of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
Other Iii which they were put Si coe-
dited apace, as in boxes, et1.1)00 or wore
cartridges must have been mad* the
subject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of put-
Slag them in buildings specially built
to be burned down, that an exploding
gartridge has not sufaciese force to
tear open the adjacent carnidge. and,
Cantors, cannot communicate Ire to
the powder charge of its neighbor In
a Ire each cartridge explodes indirld
Lally, and explodes when its partio
Mar primer Is heated to the flashing
point, but the Sash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge
hoaseduently, Instead of bovine simul
Lemma erploslons. there is a eerie@
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn-
ing these follow In quick succession.
like musketry fire.•
The danger from flying fregmenta of
-explodisig cartridges is found DOI to
lbe a derious matter, as the eartrilge
abellgeerhen unsnpported by the rue
.ablefilber. bursts at the first Indication
.0 pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure
The camping gas expends Its *new
in tearing open the shell rather thee
In throwing the bullet forward, ate
as there is nothing to confine the es
coping gas, It has little propulsiv•
farce. Often the heads of the cart
ridges are torn cff and thrown torn
litle distance, but the bullets tarill
ever fly; that IF, the heavier parts o
the cartridge remain behind and onl
the lighter parts are thrown off, an
tile with no great force or velocit)
in a fire firemen can keep well beyrin
the range of the thrown fragments an
still be within easy working &Wane
aid as close to the tire as the hest wil
permit.
In the Duluth tests it was found the
4 fragments of cartridges were tbroci
from 2.0 to 30 feet, but with so tow a
velocity that those who were hit
fe-ed no discomfiture. The cartridge'
brined contained more than 401
prunds of black and smokeless 11011
I der. a sunicient quantity, if kept It
bulk, to have made a very sedan ex
phaeton; but when thus divide!' It Wm
found that little, if any, damage wculd
be caused by it.
Ilanitaritun and Sanatorium.
Theta two terms are frequently con
fused: "Saniterium" is from saints
meaning healt, and is correctly apPlieo
to a healthful place, a resort for con.
valeacents. Sanatorium,fromsenare,ta
• w keel, is correctly applied to institutions
'designed for the special treatmerh vi
ek persons, as, for instance, places
ere consumptive, pie treated.—
person's American Family Magazine
Plain Talk.
Hocrewlfe—And you left your last
lelik4311 because of a quarrel with you..
mistress?
Aopilinat—Not a quarrel, mum.
- Wow was It, then r'
f4flanflit, she vim nether Mar-
Aria' end me, an' I shooks to her as
sae IMF 10.lbautigte_s!ilier41101
EXPLOSIONS OTTER DO TEE
WORZT DAMAGE.
A Very Interesting List of Disas-
ters Which Contains Some That
Are of Unique Descrip-
tion.
An accident, which of its kind IS
probably unique, occurred in April.
190" during a are at Portland, Ma
• railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 go'
Ions of crude petroleum, says the / •
troll Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
scatter tre • wide area, the avid
authorities brought up a one-pomade"
gun and bombarded the tank la order
to let the oil run out.
The first shot fired missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator
gebsegueat 011.14. bow .,w-, 110101.06
their purpose, and ndding the task
allowed the biasing oll to escape.
For a fire engine to MAAS a Are
sauna the very height Of nosy. TM
•ach a ease actually occurred set
long ago near Worcester. The me
gins is question belayed to an Si
sumac* company and was in prevail
01 being converted Into a mottle tee
estf-propulalost.
TII• day before the work was See
Med there was a ail from K
Maga where a team was as
Mad the mita, in dila st its IIIneela
pieta audition, started.
No apart protector !airbag Min
*Zed sparks escaped, and Is Mt
lire Si a load of straw whit* IMMO
passed us the road. Next two riche
became involved, and, nastily, the
water-tube of the motor bruit and tee
unlucky engine dune to • complete
standstill barely Wu yards from the
scene of the original are!
Another story of a strange chapter
Or are accidents comes from Canna-
, caw, In Amain. • dog, miming into
• term sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified. sprung on a table.
OPeettniS a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by Pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a biase, sprang through
the window and rushed Into the stack-
• Rick after rick was fired by this
living torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, tom was
badly burned in his efforts to entia-
guisb the names.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
• boiler full of molten tar gave way
and. Its contents catching tire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
room.
One of the a(rrItto.'n, °aught he-
bran the flames and the wale seised
a ladder and, tatting it to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window bad iron bars and betas
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man liii
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
lialtlasore are the most terrible cos-
flagratlon of 1904. After this was OS-
tingulshed there was naturally groat
aaxLety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of their fireproof safes had
fared.
Most extraordinary were the Ands.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matcnes was Intact, and a
silk handkerchief was not even di.
ooloeed
One of the most disastrous fires
of late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Grleshcim. is
Germany. The explosion took place In
the Orlesheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously 1Le whole
building was in flames.
Fire engines came galloping up, but
as they approached the men were
seen to fall from their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
if shot, and, meauchile, the blase in-
creased, involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of Schwanhelm. What had hap
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of rats of dif-
ferent chemicals under intense heat
had Ailed the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within Us deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fift7-ose
dead and three times that ntimber In-
jured was the result of that terrible
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are sot models
Of scrupulous justice toward each otb
Sr and toward weaker nations, Ind
such an offense as Japan would 00110,
Mit In supporting, or even permitting,
if she could prevent, the driving ol
the occidental' from China would an%
thinly be looked on as unpardonable
For one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, it would mute
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government would be forted
to regard such an offense not asosely
as a failure in friendliness but as an
eiet of flagrantly hostile Import. Amid
her grievance, though greeter in de
gra, would be of preolsely the same
kind as that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy.
9 saw you punJohing your boy to
day. What was it all about?"
"I caught him in a lin"
"Oh, well, you dun 411311eCt a WY
to tell the truth an the Use."
"I know, but when he doesn't
the truth I west him to be IOW
emu. net to be *swat at It.."108111,
101 IHOPtlei P4 22•16
SOYLI LNTERESTING SECRETS
OF THE TRADE.
Laker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars an to Their Man-
ufacture.
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high," said the artificial leg maker. "It
Is a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
say there isn't another one in Philatiel-
phia like it, on c# off, and it's as lit
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re
taller, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg In the air. tie was tat
and smiling, and be spoke with an ie is-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
once in awhile his face beamed with ell-
thusiasm.
-They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too," be continued. "We've cue
towers from all over Europe. Asta and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
La the city—at least they call themsel vat
such, but some of them are not leg naak•
, sr, at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
purveyer to kings, queens and govern
meat 0•1611*, took a little time to show
spashems around the room. They
were tat and thin, long and short-1mm.fil and otherwise. Some °Mitsui wars
blies! in corners, aoeunialating the
dust of ages; others hums aloft in reekks,
an light and airy that Sheer were welted
to and fro in the bream.
"Ton see." contlased the leg
*we know bow to do things now. were
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It lakes a beep of fexible
leather to put the tendons in the right
plane. Si. that spring in the ankles/
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on • man you couldsot tell the difference. Then the
'thole thing is covered over with fine
Oink enamel. Looks natural enough,
don't irr At this juncture • rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, mi-
tered. He looked smilingly complais-
ant as he lighted a cigarette and shook
bads with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an eider for me,
double quick?" be asked. "I've come
through a tough tight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with •
bunch of legs and coming up this way
frost New Orleans the Pullman car
was burned and all four of my lege
were lost. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With ate air of languor and
ease the big man btood to hare himself
measu red
"Do you know who be hir gum,
timed he of the log trade, after the
ponderous man bad gone. "Weil, he
is the son of one of the richest women
In the United States. He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets made,
Plait, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around In, but
he's got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go In on such •
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
leg maker.
"Heaps of them," he replied, lawn-
Italy. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man In this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the beet
Musser of Irish jigs in the town. He
was et good dancer before be lost hie
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
have na lady attendants. We ought
to have. though. What's the reason?
Di. because there is not one woman
In Philadelphia that I can dud who
knows the trade. Pity, too, becomes
there's money in It. A good leg maker
ought to make at least $25 per week.
"There are six or seven men in 1)115-
lic life, well known, who wear arid.
tidal limbs. None but their intimmte
friends and families know it however.
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last . winter
has an artificial leg. It le easy to
waltz with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded thlt leg mak-
er. "I started out as a tine carpen.er,
doing up banks and public but:dines,
and one day I went Into a place In Neov
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend In distress. The maker was I
doctor, strange to Ray. He sized ems
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, fr•r it's as bard to make an ae
Uncial limb without years of learning
as It would be for some Unborn makes
to produce a Stradivarius."
The Emir's Capital.
It Is reported that the emir of At
ehantstan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a More northern site.
Owing to the energetic way In which
the present emir and his immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
.round Kabul nes been denuded to such
en extent that fuel Is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
he emir Is reduced by the want of
good that it is imperative that a new
Ate should be obtained, and this will
probably be found in the wooded slopes
if the mountains farther north.
Same Other Rascal.
Well, Jones, did you get the ap
pointmentr
"No, air; they appointed some Whet
rascal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A Dettaltien.
"Pa, what Is experience?"
"Naperfence, my son, is the ems
pound extract a the melt of butting
la."—Tewa Toplee,
DISCOVERY OP A PATCH WORTH
A SHALL h'OILTUNE.
Studs it of a University Law School
La Bangor, Maine, kti.cis a
Mysteriouo -tourer of
Riche
If A rich vein of quarts
bad been disoovereo the side 01
Whine y s mountain the rush of for
tune oetocrO 110121G .. ,IT hove been
greater than it has .0 Sarsaparilla
gully dsriug the la
lug to the finding • Asto7;ekln8. 
ow-
in
quantities in the gr soil on the
Alu-IlY Winks, says a t• cent otewburg
(Me.) report
The pioneer in the hmliness Is Jobs
U. Thurloi gh, a kti Iat the Uni-
versity of Maine law school in Ban-
gor. Last year it wae noticed that
be joined in none ni the tititerda.7
games played by the etudenta
The reason Thuriough assigned tot
absenting himself ever> Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his borne in
Fairfield and pans the Sabbath with
his parents. though ii was noticed that
he never left his hoarding place on
relay Saturdays. Fortner research de-
veloped the fact that he vu buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Malty, when he bought • MIN
piano and had it installed In his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden access to riches and most of
the -nuntry had something to talk
about for a year to come The expla-
nation made by young Thurlough was
very temple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg,
and one stay when be was calling os
her the family went to Etarsapanll.a gut
ley to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla gulley had gone through
the coenty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mtling It with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and ebeekerberry leaves
and sugar. and then etidaig yeast and
letting the compounl ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health
As young Thuriough helped to dig
the health-giving roots be noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla. and with a view
of Identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at one4
decidedthey were glareng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledp
of the law, young Thuriough bonded
the land lying on either s.de of the
gully. and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quick sale al
$1.50 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up about ;10.004
' last year, and *old his provisional
lease to a Boston company for $8,004
in cash.
It Isosserted that the company has due
and cold ginseng roots yelped at M.
DO the past season, and now that Oa.
affair Is no tenger a secret, hundreds
of eager people are hunting Dizmont
and Newburg hills in the hope of
finding another ginseng plautatIon
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have leen dug over, but with unsatie
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies rood for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park welkin'
along the east side ot the Bronx rives
not far from the subway entrance have
been intereseed in a circuity net tha4
was placed in the stream a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double pur
pope of supplying fish dinners to the
lade of the zoo and specimens lot
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row ,of stakes near the hank leach
out to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The fish
coming to the bank to feed enter the
moutn and naturally swim back lute
deep water, but they find the net nay
rowiug. and when they elide through
the snail hole in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a target
yet of the same style. The net is
about 15 feet long and four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp and suckers neighing from a
quarter of a pound to three pounds
have been taken In this way for the
benefit of the ZOO englte, cranes and
vultures. The keepers gay that th•
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
ate sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibiteti, or in emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I bear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will nevem
burn low for him again."
"You don't moan it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will nevet
sit on this sofa three eights a west
and call me pet mules as he has been
doing for the past two years."
andulta-oRntoignhisthIed"a; gcing to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"B—but why are you going to dis-
card
"Dfaceithin d"bi.111? Nay, you pow
swarm doitek. , ne to &Darn: kblit",•.301141111Agt I ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS. 
k Illovrnce WAGON IN
TIVEL
Newspaper Man Found Dead After
His Crusade; Brother in
Chicago.
Cincinnati. 0., Feb. 25.—Hanson Old
hiss, newspaper reporter, whose dead
body was found yesterday in Taylor
mill bottoms, a marshy part of the
Licking River back of Newport, Ky.,
across the river from Cincinnati, is
believed to have died a martyr for
the cause of moral reform in New-
pert. Gamblers and other social lep-
eri who had been exposed in variote,
caustic newspaper articles probably
murdered him and then cast the body
into the water to indicate suicide.
Developments today disprove suicide.
Hiss' skull is slightly fractured and
there is evidence of a terrific struggle
zoo feet from and leading to where
'he body was found. His overcoat
WU! found some distance away.
Hiss had been frequently threaten-
ed, and more than once had met with
violence at the hands of men who
did not take kindly to his newspaper
articles.
Hiss' brother, Berry His,, 522 The
Plaza, Clark street and North avenue,
Chicago, arrived here today to aid
Coroner Dighy and the Newport po-
lice in the investigation.
Berry Him scouts the idea of sui-
cide and declares his brother was
never despondent, although he had
been in poor health for five years.
Ire also points to the fact that Hiss'
apartments show nothing to indicate
t.a; the occupant did not intend to
reurn when he left them for a walk
a week ago Friday.
WIRELESS BUSINESS
DISTRICT IN LOUISVII‘LE.
Louisville, Feb. 25. — Overhead
woes in the central portion of the
&lay will be done away with by No-
%amber 1. Mr. Rudolph F. Vogt, of
the board of public works, stated this
'rooming that all the companies affect-
ed by the underground wire ordi-
nance, with the excepeion of the Lou-
isaille Lighting company, had closed
contracts with the E. H. Abadie com-
p.- no, of St. Louis to bury their wircot.
It is thought that the Lighting
company will soon come to terms
with the Abadic company. and l!
wrrk will be commenced wlit n
v.cather breaks.
Mr. Vogt said the street lights
would probably be placed on iron
pc Ics, as in other cities, on the street
corner:. Instead of being swung from
the center of the street.
The Lotisville Railway company is
preparing to do away with as many
poies as possible. Iron rings have
been insertel in the walls of the build-
ings on Fourth avenue, and the trol-
ley wires will be swung from tlicie
clIpports.
Ail ordinance will be introduced in
.:is city councli requiring the removal
of awning poles in the central part of
the city. This will do mach to re-
lieve the congested conditions on the
vdtwalks of Fourth avenue, which
has become the heart of the city's
trade and crowd;.
The Beautifying Currant.
Physicians and food chemists are
constantly discovering nutritive and
tonic properties of various foods, and
they now announce that currants are
among the most healthful of foods.
In fact, they say that 90 per cent
of the fruit ie actual nutriment.
It is not only invaluable as a body
builder, hut it is highly recommended
as a purifier of thc blood and a re-
liable beauty food.
Besides being nutritive, it is decid-
edly economical on account of its low
price. It is not unagrecable as a food
taken straiste' front lle• box, but it
may be us. I in varions wlys in pud-
dings, cake or loom:
It ha; been for a lung time recog-
nized that fruits contain predigested
food elements which do not clog the
system, and arc valuable in sustaining
strength.
Fruit acids cleanse the stomach and
bowels and are at the same time valu-
able as nutritive elements of diet.
Any extension of the available winter
list stiould be welcomed.
The fruits are foods and medicines,
or as some one has said, foods which
avert the necessity of niedicine.. —lew
York Mail.
For Women Who Powder.
Powder must be harmless and not
dry the skin too much. It should not
be visible when on, only the effect it
is intended to produce.
It must have a delicious aroma, but
should be carefully used.
As a rule, it ought to be scattered
on to the puff or chamois through a
percolated surface, so that it is dif-
fused eqnally all over, like flour from
a dredger.
On eo account must face powder
choke the pores. It should be chosen
to suit the complexion.
A hard white tone is not good for
everybody; there is a pink 'hue to be
had, and a brown tinge .for brunettes
—craerny rather than brown—which
assimilates with Ihe skin.
It must be free from zinc, bismuth
and arsenic.
Care must be taken that the face be
quite dry before using any kind of
powder. Ott no account must there











Practice in all the courts of (Ii.
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4. Register Build.
tag 533 t-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.
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Hitiost Prim hit for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Dpy =rift and tell areeTtessall•











Choose Youti RIVER NEWS
Druggist
WITH THE SAME IN
TELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU 
SE-
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability and integrity o
f the man
who prepares your me
dicine is just
as important to you as the 
knowledge
and skill of the man who or
ders it.
You select your doctor be
cause you
aave confidence in his ability. 
Choose
/our druggist for the same g
ood rea-
ion. The work of each depend
s for
its success on the work of the 
other.
At M'Pherson's drug store, no b
oy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
pare your medicine.









W IP* • • • • • • • • • *
 • •
FOR RENT--Efeganb flats, Sev
sntissend Bruadaay. Apply to B. U
heott.
1••••• -
• •-•• FOUN D—Pecketbook -on • stree
t,
•money. Finder can re-
"r• cosehr - at Register office.
• 6 For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
- --or, ir3 South Third St. Two 'phones.
LOST—Medallion breastpin NA It
gold COil Lost at theatre or on
roadway. Finder return to Mrs.
Frank Hoover 61 Ninth and Broad-
ay. and get reward.
LOST — Between the Kentucky
theatre and Cochran flats on North
Ninth, gold locket with monogram
M. V. L'.' engraved, coutaining
lads's picture. Finder remit, to Reg-
hter and receive reward.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of IR and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tern-.
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write. English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky. 0
Rupert Accotmtant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.




Baptist Minister Commends Rocke-
feller and Comes in for
Heavy Censure.
'Atlanta, Sias. Feb. 23.— A if .11
ass sprung at a niceties of the Bap-
t!t ministers of Atlanta when a letter
was introduced, addressed to John D.
Rockefeller, which the author, a
prominent Baptist preacher of At-
lanta, stated be wished the conference
to indorse by formal vote before the
It tter was mailed. The letter was a
c anmendation of Rockefeller for ills
recent gift of $32,0oo,000.
storm of protest was raised and
clic minister said that any preacher
. who wrote such a letter ought to be
• thrown out of the conference. Three-
• fourths of the mipistere present were
eager to speak and it was with diffia
culty that order was maintained.
The terms applied to Rockefeller
were anything but complimentary and
it was repeatedly stated that he had
robbed the poor and was now prof-
fering back to them but a small por-
tion of what he Roa-
ne author of the letter, seeing the
turn of affairs, tried to withdraw it,
but was not recognized while the
1:eated discussion continued. When
etilet was partially restored the let-
tet was withdrawn, the author stat-
ing he regretted he had introduced it.
When the meeting closed the presi-
dent of the aesociation, Rev. Junius
W. Milliard, called together all news-
valor representatives and exacted a
prondse that the metier be kept out




Real' rstate - Agcncy
IMP
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
reent Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
forrit Office Fraternity Building.









Mt. Carmel, 6.o falling.
Nashville, 19.5 rising.
Pittsburg, 3.3 falling.
St. Louis, 14.9 rising.




The towboat Condor arrived yester-
day from Joppa to go on the marine
ways for oepairs.
The City of Saltillo yesterday pass-
ea out of the Tennessee river bound
for St. Louise
The Patton has not yet arived from
'Chattanooga up the Tennessee river,
although overdue several days.
The Charges Turner came out of
tl.e Tennessee river Sunday with a
tic tow.
The towboat Engle got here Sun-
day from St. Louis and yesterday re-
turned to that city with a cargo of
logs.
The Ilioniugham yesterday went to
the Tennessee river after ties, with
Harry Mix as bead engineer.
Engineer Fred Butharn of the Sal-
talo got off there yesterday to super-
intend the repairs being made on the
Clyde at the ways, while John Dozier
went on the Saltillo.
The steamer City of Memphis came
out of the Tennessee river this morn-
ing and stays here until five o'clock
tomorrow afternoon before depart-
ing on her return that way.
This morning at eight o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
Caira and comes back tonight about
ten o'clock.
The John S. Hopkins went to
Evansville yesterday and comes back
t,amorrow.
The Joe rattler cauie. in today
front Evatitt ale and departs at once
.1t her return taat way.
The Buttorff -went to Clarksville
yesterday, and coming hack tomor-
row, gets out at once for Nashville.
The Georgia Lee gets to Cincinnati
tomorrow and departs the following
eay on aer return this way.
The Peters Lee ieaves Memphis to-
morrow for Cincinnati getting bort
the last of this ueek on her way up.
A Pittsburg special Tuesday says:
In an opinion in the admiralty case of
If. If. Wyatt et al. against the steam-
er Ed Roberts, in the United States
district court, Judge Nathaniel Ewing
today held that aeckliande are entitled
to recover wages when they leave a
boat with permission of the captain
The men had contracted to go to Cin-
cinnati or Louisville and return .1 -
deck-hands, but left the boat at Cin-
cinnati, whereupon the company re-
fused to pay them under the contract.
Witnesses testified that the men had
notified the captain of their intentior
to leave the boat when eighteen miles
above Cincinnati, and that he had
agreed that they should continue to
Cincinnati before leaving.
A Pittsburg dispatch says- Tow-
boats are being hurried into the har-
bor while there is sufficient water for
navigation. The tow of empty craft
will add materially to the large stock
now here. Coal operators are grad-
ually accumulating a supply for the
next rise. There are now many tows
of coal at the various landings which
have been vacant far nearly two
months.
The ferrymen on the Ohio river
have sent a representative to Wash-
ington to appear before the depart-
ment in an effort to have the enforce-
tuent of she regulations of equipment
on the ferryboats made filed, and par-
ticularly the requirements of water-
tight compartments. This is consid-
ered so unseasonable, anneccessary
and such a hardship that, if enforced,
many cf the ferryboats will have to
quit service if it is asserted.
Capt. Thomas Dykcn of Carrollton,
KY., _purchased the Golden Gate from
Madison, Ind., parties. She will be
dismaatled and converted into a
model barge. Her machinery will be
used. on another boat.
William II. Hall, United States en-
gineer at Parkersburg, Va., has noti-
fied rivermen that the Parkersburg
and Southern Bridge company, which
is constructing a bridge across the
Kanawha at its mouth, has applied to
the secretary of war for permission
to change the height of the struc-
tere from n feet to 60.6 feet. This,
while apparently low, is still slightly
higher than other bridges in the vi-
cinity.
A delegation of business men from
McKeesport, Pa., called on Maj. W.
L. Sibert in Pittsburg a few days ago
to gather data about the proposed im-
provements of the Youghiogheny
river. The committee learned what
was proposed. The delegation repre-
sents the business interests of the
Tube City that wants the Yntighio-
gneny river slackwatered.
St. Louis' Leading Rota
When in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, youll meet your friends
there.
Tile average man is go short-
sighted that he lets himself get mis-
er:tale g,ver mighty little things.
The rata of speed across the Siber-
ian railroad rarely • exceeds twenty-






GEORGE READ, COLORED, ON
CUSED OF ENTICING WILL
YEARS, INTO HIS ROOM W
TERWARDS TRIED TO STA
KNIFE—WILLIE WIRT THO
AWAY FROM ST.LOULS—JA
ONE CUT ROPES AND LET •
With the sertous charge of criminal
assault hanging over his head, George
Read, coiored, lies in his cell at the
couuty jail- with several stabs over
his body, inflicted bythe mother of
his alleged victim, the parent's fren-
zy when told of the iticideut render-
ing her demoniacal, and she tried to
kill the man. He is not dangerously
cut, but the reason he was not killed
by the mother is because he tore
aaety from her and made his escape.
Tht mother is Lizzie Henry of Ad-
ams between Seventh and Eighth
siteets, the alleged victim is her II-
year-old daughter Willie, while Read
resides with Georgia Woods, colored,
of Seventh and Jackson streets.
Read is a darkey about thirty-eight
years of age and works for Contrac-
tor John 'semen in battling dirt off
the streets. Yesterday afternoon
about 4 o'clock he was at his home
by himself, when the little Henry
girl came along, going tome from
school. She claims that Read told
her to conic in and get some tobacco
the man wanted to send to the girl's
uncle, Jim Brown. The child charges
that after Read got her in his room,
he criminally assaulted her.
The girl was then liberated and
reshing home, informed her mother
of what she claimed had occurred
About this time Read %sent down to
the Henry woman's home, and al-
though he calims he is innocent. he
enc.., not say what prompted hint to
go down there. Entering the place
the mother made a hinge for him, the
Child having told her story. He de-
rod the girl's story, but the infuri-
ated mother was s convinced of his
pale and with one hand grasping
bossom, the negro wn-
SEVENTH AND JACKSON, AC-
IE HENRY, AGED TWELVE
H1LE THE GIRL'S MOTHER AF-
B READ TO DEATH WITH A
LIGHT TO BE BOY WHO RAN
MES R .HULL BELIEVES SOME-
LIS GASOLINE BOAT SINK.
ituln began slashing with the knife
elle held in the. other! One stroke
brought the sharp blade across the
let aide of Read's head, which was
cut open. Another just broke the
*kin on the left cheek, but one nearly
cut his finger off, and at the other
stroke the knife laid 'open the coat
eleeve, but did not reach the skin.
In struggling to get away from her,
i Re-ad tore the bosom out complete
(corn his shirt, and dropping his capi
;escaped. The woman threw the cap
I iu the fire. An examination of the
child iaowed she had been roughly
1
tampered with.
'lime officers were notified and
vbout 8 o'clock last evening Officer
Ilenry Singers- who had been watch-
Mg for Read, caught him as be was
sloping back into his home at Sev-
enth and Jackson. He was quickly
nabbed and brought to the city hall
ebere the necessary wanrauit was is-
sued, and the alleged rapist then
taken to the county jail and incarce-
rated.
It is doubtless fortunate for Read
that the girl's uncle. Jim Brown, did
not see aim after the alleged crime,
as the relative acted like a wild man
at the city hall, and vowed lie %soul('
kill Read on sight.' .
• • Boy Picked Up.
Officers Johnson and Cross last
evening picked up a sixteen-year-old
boy named Willie Wirt at Second
Ushering. The lad told a dozen dif-
ferent tails regarding himself, claim-
kg to have been in the city only
one hour when nabbed by the officers,
%the believe he is the runaway lad
ham St. Louis a hose father, an nu-
de-taker, wrote here about. Ile ac•
N++++++++444•44++
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JACKSON FOUNDRY Ifs MACHINE CO.
Mill and Steamboat Supplies,
Structural Iron for Buildings,
Machinery and Boilers Repaired.
and hand Machinery bought and sold
PADUCAH  KENTUCKY
CP MOH
LAWYER FRANK. LUCAS AS-
PIRES FOR THE DEMO.
CRATIC NOMINATION.
His Official Artesamessent- is fade
Soliciting espowrof the
Veasmer
The announcement of Frank A.
Lucas for the office of city attorney
will be found in this issue. He has
lived in Paducah for more than five
years, and has taken a lead in his prop
fession since locating here in Igor.
Mr. Lucas is a graduate of the Co-
lumbian university of Washington, D.
C., and we can snitch for his ability
as a pleader and Counsekir at law. He
was for a number of years associate
partner of the Hon, I.. K. Taylor,
practicing ander the firm name of
Taylor & Lucas. ' He is at present a
member of the well-known firm of
Lucas & Gilbert.
He is a man of good habits, Odle
and sacial, and a man who would add
strength to the democratic ticketior
the city, county and state in the No-
vember election,
We urge a careful consideration of
his record as a lawyer and his com-
petency to discharge the duties of the
office for which lie asks your support
and influence.
knowledgea to being from St. Louis
and says he run away. Ile will be
told pending an itnestigation.
• ••••
Repos May be Cut.
, James R. Hull unformed Captain
Harlan yestertlay that he believed
i tom had cut the ropes holding
I hit roline boat to the bank in Is-
!land creek, and thereby caused the
I craft to sink. The boat san
k and
Mated upside down in the creek
where four popes held it to the bank.
Tat: ropes all look as if they were
and Kentucky avenue, and locked him
un at the city jail on the charge of
cut is all a knife. Not much damage
ea. caused by the boat overturning.
Mr. Hull is of Brookport, opposite
here.
x si Disorderly Conduct.
Chill Smith, colored, uas arrested
Iso
yesterday by Officers Johnson and
Cross iin the charge of disorderly
I conduct. Ilertie Rhinchart got a war-
trent for him charging Smith with
i cutoug and abusing her.
i
I Remain; Quite Sick.
Lieutenant Thomas P"tter :oculist-
' nes quite ill malt rlieurnation at his









rouLnymrLnitrvisin.rinorui AlitrilL LI %MI
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-




For Sale only at,
tor.
"Nicaragua has triumphed in four
combats over the Honduran forces
without suffering one defeat. Our





McCracken circuit cowl. Felix G.
_Rudolph, administrator of Fred A
Minter, plaintiff, vs. Equity Hen
rietta hunter, etc. defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
of McCracken circuit court, to take
prpof of asscts :inti liabilities of the
estate of Fred A. Hunter, deceased,
and all persons having claims aSainst
said estate are required to properly
verify and file the same before said
commissioner, on or before the tstli
dey of April, 1907, or they will be for-
ever barred front asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of the
administrator of said estate unadmin•
isterea. and all persona are hereby
enjoined and restrained from collect-
ing their claims --ain't said estate
except through ilea. suit. And' it is
ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daffy Register as re-
quired by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the aoth day of Feb-
ruary, 1907..
r. A. 'MILLER, Clerk.
By R. I. Hay, D. C.




Rawleigh. executor of Milton. H. Is-
granti, 'plaintiff, vs. equity George 0.
Ingram and others. defendants
Ordered that this action be referred
" Immo on south Fourth 
„Teel. awl _it to Cecil Reed, eisssee commissioner
WA( possibly h.. several nights 
of the McCracken circuit coml. to
foi'e be resnmes charge •b- 
fore, itake proof of assets and liabilities ot
the estate of Milton H. Ingram, de-
c.
EVELY AGAIN father and every mother should read
hiluircu," he continues "Every !=LAVA
ON THE STAND
(Continued from Page One.)
K. Thaw would go free for the mur-
der of Stanford White. The speaker
said:
"Thaw will go free, even from the
madhouse. He is not insane, any
snore than any of you are insane. The
stoma-cloud came to him, as it has
many times come to most men. A
f torm-cloud came to Thaw and broke
over. Then he was insane."
:Wichita, Kan.—In a sermon on
morality, entitled "Woman's Righs,"
Dr. John Henry Cudippe, pastor of
the First Methodist Episcopal church,
declared last night that all the testi-
mony in the Thaw trial should be
printed.
"I want to see evalf line of the
Thaw evidence printed," said Dr.
Cudhippe, "and I want to read it. I
think the public should read it."
Palinwell, Mich.--"Every man and
woman, every boy and girl should
read the newspaper accounts of the
Thaw trial—should read every word
of it." This was the emphatic state-
ment DI the Res-. Thomas Laity, pas-
tor of the Methodist Episcopal church
before a large audience in an address
on "The Model Wife."
"It is all nonsense, this talk of ex-
cluding the account of the trial in the
newspapers, Or to withhold it from
it, to know how to guard their daugh-
ters. All young girls and women
should read it and know how to pro-
tect themselves from being ruined in
a similar way. It is worse than fool-
ishness to believe we must bring up
children to know nothing of these
t hings.
"Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, whatever her
past life may have been, stands forth
today in one sense as a model wife.
in that she has shown loyalty in its
truest meaning to her husband even
though he may be unworthy of. her.
Her sacrifice of her character to save
her husband should win for this poor
I
mistraincal, deceived girl the sympathy
of all."
Kansas City, l'uh.—There were a
thousand men crowded into the Inde-
pendent First Presbyterian church last
night when the Rev Lincoln McCon-
nell, an -cvagelist, arose from a sick
bed to conduct the services. Mr. Mc-
Connell touched on the Thaw murder
trial, and when he remarked that
"while it might be true that Thaw was
a bad man, in any opinion St
anford
White was a worse man," half the
men in the audience stood up on their




'Troops Invaded Nicaraguan Terri-
tory and the Natives Began
Fighting
I 'Managua, Nicaragua. Saturday.Feb. 23, 830 p. in.—We went to war
bet raise Honduran forces attacked
our small garrison on the frontier,
laating. burning and killing. We de-
Tr.:aided satisfaction, anit it was dr
4tied us; we agreed to accept what-
ever decision the arbitration .cohrt
might render, but President' Bonilla
of Honduras, disolved the court by
withdrawing the Honduran arbitra-
Wisoonsin Man Taken to Asylum
Raving Over Thaw Trial.
Madison, Wis., Feb. 25.—Violently
insane over the Thaw trial,. John Ler-
dolph, of Zanesville, Wis., was take
n
to Mendota asylum today. Lerdo
lph
talks only of the Thaw trial and say
s
he has $roo.000 to help out "Eve
lyn a
and Harry."
ceased, and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly cerify and file the same, be
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the r5th day of April, Ker. or
they will be fetrever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadrninistered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
Irons collecting their claims, against
said estate, except through this suit
And it is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister is required bv law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the i6th day of Feb-
ruary t907.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys.
J. A. af I I.I.ER, Clerk. 
• •
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
MAT DO YOU THINK Of EIS?
'Another big factory shipment of guitars diet go at un
heard of low
prices.
No. i. Best Guitar 'shown for the price. only 
No. 3. Guitar, Two Piece Back. better than No. 2
No. 2. Guitar, Well Made, good tone, extra value
 ... . . 1.60
11 15
235
No. 4. Guitar, Celluloid Edge, Two Piece Back,
 fine tune, fine
finish, regular $3.30 guitar for. . ...... . 
. .102 65
No. 9. Solid Oak Guitar, Ladies size, Very fine
 tone, guaranteed in
every way, worth Ss.00 for  .
Other numbers from $c.as to $15.00. 
$3 95
Money back if our guitars don't tint you.
D. E.Wilson
• -E...Bocokmas.
AL Harbour's Departments Store '2rmilt






West Kentucky Coal Co.
NcRPRACIand Elevator 2nd 
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